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New Seating on Tempel Green, An Unexpected Addition For Many

Above is an artist rendering of the new Tempel Green seating area currently under construction. The area, which will be used as an outdoor
classroom and casual seating area upon completion, recognizes Jean Curtin Tempel '65, former vice chair of the college's Board of Truste~s
and namesake of Tempel Green. The area will feature granite benches, a granite seatwall with "Tempel Green," the college seal and recogmtton
statement. To date, Tempel remains the college's most generous supporter ..

Holleran Center Senior
Projects Culminate in

A Multitude of Faiths, Reflected
In New Spiritua
ife on Campus
KASEYLUM
MULTIMEDIA EDITOR
After just a quick glance at the

Daily CONNtact, one can immediately notice the diverse array
of new religious activities and
organizations recently blossoming
on campus. Among these new involvements are a Muslim Student
Association, Quaker worship
meetings and Buddhist meditation
sessions: three unique additions
to religious life at Conn that grew
out of the passions and interests
of students hoping to bring new
spiritual perspectives on campus.
In the past, there was a Muslim
Student Association, but over the
years interest in the group faded
and the organization disappeared
at Conn. This semester, a few
passionate freshmen students,
including Ahlam Rashid and
Ramza Shahid, worked together
with senior and Muslim Student
Coordinator, Amna Qayyum, to
revitalize the Muslim Student Association On campus.
"My friend, Rarnza, who is also
a freshman and is Muslim, and
I were talking about how there
were no Muslim organizations at
Conn and how we wished there
a club on campus that spread
awareness of Muslim culture.
When Yalla Bina [the Middle
Eastern club] was founded last
semester, we began to talk about
starting a Muslim S IUdent Association and we asked Arona if
she would hclp us start [it]," said
Rashid, describing how the club
became a reality.
Though just approved as a
student organization by SGA
last week, the Muslim Student
Association has many goals in
mind for spreading awareness of
Muslim culture and practice to
the Connecticut College campus
community.
"Mainly what we would like to

to discuss things that students
might not get much exposure to
here at Conn."
Spreading awareness about
contemporary Islam is central to
the mission of this new student
organization as well as its function to be a way of discussing political, cultural, and social issues
involved.
"With the introduction of Yalla
Billa on campus, everyone has assumcd that they are representing
the Muslim group on campus, but
a majority of the Muslim world
docs not speak Arabic and there's
much more diversity to it. I think.
this is what our organization is
trying to show the campus communi ty as well as provide more of
a cultural and political perspective
along with the religious aspect."
said Qayyum.
Jeff Baird '12 started the
weekly Quaker Meetings for Worship out of a personal interest in
Quakerism and as a way to reach
out to other Quaker students or
interested students on campus. He

SWIM TEAM IN NESCACs
qualify for NCAA

National Championships

p.8

Conference, Banquet

explained that it has been hard encouraging participation because it
is anew, unknown religious group
to the campus.
"I knew there were other
Quaker students on campus and
that there were others who had
attended Quaker schools or were
interested in ·the religion. and I
wanted to connect all of these
individuals;' said Baird.
In general.Baird
found that
most students do not understand
who Quakers are. He created the
worship meetings as a way for
others to learn about Quakerism and to connect individuals
interested in religion and forming
a community.
"Quaker Meeting for Worship,
in particular, is something that
that can be enjoyed by people
of all faiths-whether
you are
looking for a religious or spiritnal
experience. or simply a space for
reflection - it is a space where
you are part of a community."
Though not an official student
organization on campus, the
Quaker Meetings for Worship,
held on Sundays, have a steady
weekly student following. Baird
hopes to futther spread word
'.
about the group and to ultimately
increase participation among the
campus community.
"The whole idea of Quakerism is about fostering your own
relationship with God and your
own spiritual relationship while
being a part of a community.
People share messages during
these Meetings, when they feel
moved to speak, and through this
we all join together in creating a
safe environment for spirituality,
reflection, or whatever one can
best use the space for," said Baird.
Junior Andrew Wolff's personal
interest in Buddhism led him to
organize this semester's Buddhist
SEE SPIRITUAL,

Arts

Sports
Three swimmers

do with this organization would
be to raise more awareness of the
Muslim culture across campus.
It's not so much a religious organization as it is a cultural organization. Some of the activities
we are planning to do are Dessert
and Dialogues with professors,
film. screenings and many other
cultural activities." said Qayyum.
She explained her involvement
with the Muslim Student Association was a chance to use not only
her religious and cultural interests
but also her academic background
to help students understand more
about the Islamic world.
"I'm a history major with a
focus on the Muslim world and I
thought it would be interesting to
use my academic background and
personal interests to help these
students fonn and organize this
group. Ithink it's a great chance

PAGE 3

MEREDITH BOYLE
STAFF WRITER
The trek from the Connecticut
College gatehouse to the Homeless Hospitality Shelter on Federal
Street in New London takes 29
minutes on foot, 13 by bicycle,
and 6 via car. It is a trip Conn's
PICA Scholars know very well.
The f owteen seniors in the
certificate program have been
involved in planning the annual
Walk for Homelessness fundraising event for three years now, as
well as tutoring, teaching,leading
and learning from the greater local community.
The Holleran Center's Certificate Program in Community
Action and Public Policy (PICA)
Last Saturday, scholars from the
class of 2010 presented their Senior Integrative Projects: the culmination of their research, PICA
coursework, and internships,
teaching professors, parents and
other students about the projects,
and defending and explaining
their methodology

and findings.
the
chance to attend two of the four
student panel presentations.
Students Kiara Fuller, Colleen
MacPhee and Ashley Oldacre
spoke in a seminar titled "Voices
of Change: Survivors of Violence
and Reflections on Empowerment."
Fuller, a psychology-based
human relations major with a
minor in sociology, focused her
PICA experience on domestic
violence and methods of intervention. She completed an internship
at The Community Foundation
of Greater New Haven in New
Haven,cr.
Inspired by a close friend's experience with domestic violence,
Fuller was motivated to change
the world by discovering ways to
stop it.

The College Voice had

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIR
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Marking the one year anniversary
accident p.9

in one's life makes one either
more likely to commit an offense
or more likely to be attracted to
an offender; and, finally, that selfesteem issues can lead victims to
believe they deserve no better.
In her altemptto discover why
domestic violence exists, Fuller
is completing a Capstone Project in which she will docwneut
experiences of domestic violence
victims.
Ashley Oldacre, an East Asian
Studies major, concentrated her

PICA experience on narratives of
female ex-offenders. She completed an internship in Des Moines,
Iowa with the Iowa Coalition
Agaittst Domestic Violence. Her
Senior Integrative Project (SIP)
is titled "Using Narratives to
Rednce Recidivism for Female
Ex-Offenders."
Oldacre questioned why women
end np in prison, and what happens when they leave.
These questions led her to
stumble upon recidivism: 58
percent of women return to prison
after five years. Oldacre discussed
the number of challenges presenting ex-offenders upon their
release, including the burden of
caring for family and children,
finding housing and getting a job.
The main difficulty with these
simple tasks is the social stigma'
associated with being an exoffender. As a result, any women
ex-ofIenders are discriminated
against in the workforce and society in general.
SEE PICA, PAGE 4

Editorials
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Dances, musical performances and diverse range
of languages featured in ATlAS's I-Nite p.6

"I wanted to ensure that my
work: would stop another child
from being banned by domestic
violence:' she said.
Fuller derived three main
reasons for violence from her
research: power imbalances between men and women; the way
that a history of domestic violence

ON SPRING BREAK
of a tragic

Time is passing far too
quickly. p.12
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Virtual Meets Physical in Cummings Art Center
Two Perspectives on Biennial CAT Symposium "Revolution: Technology as Change"
Ibis weekend, the Ammerman Center at
Connecticut College bosted its twelfth BienCONTRIBUTOR
nial Symposium on Arts and Technology.
The Symposium consists of both lectures and
performances on topics regarding the nexus
between art and technology. The presentations and installations are all a bit nebuloussounding: a performance featured an "interactive audio table-top" instrument and a
talk tiUed "A Ubiquitous Computing Framework for Authoring Interactive Environments in the Arts." Even though it's a bit too abstruse for me, every presentation
displays a unique way in which artists are using technology, or programmers are using
art in order to explore incredibly diverse methods of artistic
expression.

LILAH RAPTOPOULOS
MANAGING
EDITOR

ELI MANGOLD

.
ogy SymPOSIum.
In the center sat a static. box of half-empty M un.chkins on •a bench, the only thing
not toyed with or repositioned, and a lonely reminder that some things don t change.
..
.
Maybe technology is upending our perception
of art, 0f narra ti ve,o, f beauty of commwncaUon,
.
but a house-shaped e cardboard pink and orange container w ill al ways co ntain what we expect
. It to:
chocolate glazed. Powdered susar. Coconut. Jelly. The basic breakfast pleasure for a working ho w.
o
ow
The installations performances,
panels and lectures all seeme d t0 focus on these quesnons:
.
,
.
f
.
.
d
dcntly
and
how
much
does
it
much do we control technology. how much does It unction III epen
,
0

Events from Revolution:
Technology as Change, the
Ammerman Center for Arts
and Technology Symposium.

tunity to experience first-hand a budding artistic
and technological movement.

From top: "Cathedral of Emptiness," Katherine Rose (multimedia dance); "Lush Intrinsic," Dan Van Hassel (piano,
electronics); "Bloomy Girls,"
Joao Oliviera, Takagi Masakatsu (video). Bottom left:
students play with studentmade scrap-pile robots. Bottom right: Alicia Toldi ' 12
adjusts her own robot.

.

control us?
University of Wisconsin professor
Dean Balladez explained in bis talk
"Embodiment and Mass Communication" that the Internet has created
a global social commons. On social
networking sites we construct new
disembodied identities or avatars. that
represent us albeit disassociated with
the physical space we embody. Is it
possible to uphold these identities in
cyberspace, textville and real life? Is
copresence between virtual and physical
spheres weakening or strengthening our
abilities? He concluded by asking yet
another unanswerable question: whether
and when the two will merge. "Will
online avatars make it into our offline
world?" Will there come a time when
we can morph our identities in real
space and real time?"
On Friday night, David Bithell and
Ali Momeni perfonned "Paraguay,"
an interactive table-top performance
loosely controlled by the artists and
amplified by technology. Visually, they
use lights and a video camera to project
the miniannized stage bebind them.
Audibly, they wired the stage's props,
crude wooden and iron cutouts of trees,
people and shapes, with digital sensors
to give them "pseudohuman"
intelligence to produce their own arrhythmic
beats. They manipulate this set in their
performances to explore what BitheU
called the "cognitive dissonance cansed
by the human relationsbip to technology".
The work evokes but doesn't direct
a narrative. It plays with how much
the audience acknowledges the artists
as puppetmasters versus how much
it forgets them in preference to
the puppets. Momenti called it
"analog madness" - experimenting
with physical technology - amplifying sounds, gadgets that can play
controlled, sophisticated things on
their own.
.., ~

This year, they received around eighty submissions, of
which about thirty were selected by a panel of Connecticut
College faculty that included Arthur Kreiger, David Dorfman and Andrea Wollensak. They received submissions
from multiple countries (such as Portugal, Canada and
Israel), which they selected the winning entries based on
artistic or educational merit, as well as creativity.
The Symposium is a showcase for a cutting-edge art
movement, one in which the boundaries of art are stretched
in a seemingly infinite number of directions. I do not know
if there is a word for this movement simply because it
has such a variance in style and form, so I'll stick with a
metaphor. This artistic movement is like the old American frontier; vast, mostly unexplored and perilous; lhat is,
SUbject to fallure. This weekend, Connecticut College &
Co. traveled down something akin to the Oregon Trall of
artistic expression. It was a path that negotiated between
experimental brilliance and meandering disappointments,
I analyzed the performances at the Symposium as a
combination of concept and composition. The artistic
concepts explored were captivating: invented instruments,
live coding of sound (a live-operated computer program
that created sound and images projected on a screen for the
audience to watch) and many more novel combinations of
media. In piece after piece. the audience witnessed artistic
creation in a brand new form. Almost every piece and
installation begged the same question out of the audience:
''How the hell did they do that?"
However, in some pieces, the concept was not supported
by the composition, the overall structure and effect of the
piece. The shortcomings that stood out to me were primarily issues of compositional quality. Sure, it's interesting to
watch a performance of the aforementioned live coding,
where the performer generates sounds and images from
a computer on stage ... it's even theatrical in a way. But
then, ten minutes later, you're still watching the pressing
of buttons and a random collection of sounds and concentric colorful circles emanating from a MacBook. It doesn't
go anywhere, and then it ends. Keeping with the Oregon
Trail metaphor, we get lost in the Sierra Nevadas, wander
aimlessly for a whlle, Jenny gets bilteu by a snake (but
lives) and then the curtains close. Many pieces I saw were
devoid of any emotional response in that they f.lssessed no
conflict or direction. The piece just wall6~~
iIi'tllc mud of
experimental improvisations and overdone sonic textures.
Talking to other students after the performances, I would
consistently hear "I don 'r get it," and "W1iat was the
point?"
The point. 1 think, is to display a new way of creating
and performing art, but sometimes the audience is left out
of the loop, causing a loss of interest. Even though I've
been looking forward to the Arts and Tech Symposium for
two years, I found myself losing interest in many of the
pieces. This is hugely disappointing to me, because I think
the biggest source of potential in this type of art is its ability to engage the audience on many more levels than previ- .
ously possible. As I said, the Symposium is a showcase of
art movement in progress. It hasn't reached its
compositional maturity yet.
I don't believe that every piece was devoid
of compositional merit, and I "got something"
out of almost every piece. There were definitely
bighlights this weekend, among them "Bloomy
Girls," a video of emotive colors and fonns with
a soundtrack that complemented the images in a
meaningful way. "Persistence of-Vision," a dance
and multimedia piece, incorporated dancers
captured and projected in various ways by an infrared camera. The dancers were combined with
computer-generated
musical and choreographed
gestures and a short .film that created a composition of unique texture and stimulation. However,
it seemed that the weakly choreographed dance
was justified and covered up by all the fancy
gadgetry.
KinoDance's piece is perhaps representative of
the tension between the traditional and modem
forms of artistic expression fouod throughout
the Symposium. The performance combined a
prepared piano set off to the side, reminiscent of
a theatre for silent film. The piano was prepared
in a way that altered the sounds of certain keys,
implying a modem take on the classic piano.
The progression of the dance seemed to convey
a conllict between dancers dressed in traditional
clothing-a
red satin dress and trousers with
suspenders-and
dancers dressed in futuristic
costumes that represented modernity. The future
dancers seemed to be on the offensive, grabbing
and manipulating the traditionally costumed
dancers, which invokes a sense of modernity's
increasing, inexorable influence on traditional
forms of art. We saw this same theme expressed
in many of the other works, such as a traditional
flute, piano or entire orchestral composition distorted and shaped by electronics.
In this new field of art, where the synthesis of
traditional and digital artistic methods can create
pretty much anything imaginable, the results we
have seen so far have been bit or miss. Still, the
Symposium offers Connecticut College an oppor-

Six frantic men and a handful of visitors zigzagged their way through the lobby last Wednes. f or th e nex t day's Arts and Technolday, preparmg
.

In the lobby, Zack Sellel and
Mike Wozniewski sat surrounded
by laptops and headphones to
explain "Audio Graffiti", a virtual
space installation that explored the
role of sound in a three dimensional space. They virtually overtook
the south wall of the Cummings
lobby as their "sound wall" for the
weekend, on which viewers could
use a microphoue-headphone
set to
stick sounds. Their project, much
less abstract, works like this: a
viewer puts on headphones, and
the closer he stands to the wall,
the more prominently he intersects
with an individual sound. As he
walks back, he can hear the big
picture, a muddle of different tags
that are locked into a consistent
rhythm.
Through the course of the weekend, the sounds consisted of everything from a student wbispering,
"I'm bebind the wall" to ringing
bells to clapping drumsticks.
The artists ideally want to bring
this idea into an urban landscape,
allowing people to lag their city
using an iPhone application.
Walls, tourist attractions and
street signs could be lagged with
any sound, from spoken reviews to
guitar riffs. Sellel and Wozniewski
are in effect playing with the human response to the intangible
sphere of pure audio, of hearing
what you can't see. This work felt
most obviously progressive and
useful.
Jamie Jewell, Luke Dubois and
Tim Cryan created a multimedia piece called Persistence of Vision, a three-way collaboration between light, media and dance aimed to invert the idea of blinking. The
piece encouraged viewers to perceive the blink not as moment you lose, but instead as
a moment that provokes action.
Every momentary action in the piece was based on the blink of a videotaped woman
projected above the audience. Within these blinks, dancers moved under infrared motion tracking devices that followed their shapes on that same screen, the eyeball itself
projected onto the fl~r and occasionally angled up to the audience on a giant circular
screen. The whole pIece moves based on the arrhythmic Structure of this human action, a paradoxically more organic rhythm than any steady beat. It's meant to alter our
~rception of rou~e ~d structure by erratically exerting energy in movement,light_
mg, sound and projections to shock us out of passively watching.
. Overall, my impression Was this: a whole is greater than the sum of its parts. The
tune, ~ant money and meticulous concentration these artists spend on the minutiae
of their work seem, at best, self-indulgent. In conversations with students artists
ovcrc~mplicated their sentences to explain straightforward ideas, the work constantl
"evoking" and not portraying, and their main point purposefully ambiguous.
Y
But
game
These
media

those small deliberatious are working toward something bigger, potentially
changing Ideas that could advance the global use of both art and technology.
artists are consciously progressing how we relate to our surroundings and h
literate generations will bring together fields of thought.
ow
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CC Republicans and Democrats
Debate Healthcare Reform
JAMES SCALES
STAFF WRITER
The two predominant

clubs

On

licans, roughly three-quarters

political

campus, C Democrats

and the C Republicans, faced
off in a U.S. healthcare debate last
Friday sponsored by tbc rudent
Government Association.

The conversation was animated:
the number of audience members
exceeded Cro's Nest capacity.
Professor Monika Lopez,
th ugh not part of the debate, was
present and seemed pleased with
the results.
"We had a good turnout, cspecially for a Friday night," she

said. "It's good to see these issues
being discussed wilh enthusiasm.
If only ongress could work this

well."
C

Democrats

and Republicans

ultimately agreed on one aspect
nf the bcalthcarc issue: the moral
precept that suffering should not
be allowed to continue.
In lhcir closing statements, the

Democrats reiterated the need
for reform and urged the audience that people in the 19-26 age
bracket are the fastest growing
segment of the population, and
thereby should not 001y insure

themselves but also push for the
cause.
Thc Republican side concluded by referencing the famous
children's story, "If You Give a
Mouse a ookic,' through which
they assured the audience Lbe1t to
give people what they want will
lead to dependence, lack of initiative and, ultimately, unhealthiness
(according to one debater, this
unhealthiness looks much like
communism).
According to a chart produced
by the World Health Organization
in 2000, the current healthcare
system of the United States is
ranked 37th out of 190 countries
- the 'Fifty Nifty' fall just behind
Costa Rica. Conversely, as of
2005, the U.S. is ranked second
for percentage of the GDP spent

on healthcare. France, which enjoys, the highest ranked healthcare
.i'qd the tbird-highestlife
expecW1cy.sp<;l)),rougbly two-thirds of

the money

the United States spent
in that same year.
The issue-for many is purely
fiscal: our country cannot afford

to maintain the course, especially
given the choppy economic waters we are sailing through.
Indeed, cost seemed 10 be
the focus of the CC Republican

debaters. They focused on tort
reform: nearly 81 billion dollars,
lbcy claimed, was being lost to

malpractice suits and other frivolous litigations.
'''This is nothing to shake a stick

at,1tthey contended.
The purpose of tort reform

is, according to Karl Rove, uto
eliminate junk lawsuits that drive
up the price of health care."
According to the CC Repub-

of

the issue of "right versus privi-

doctors believe [car of lawsuits
affects their practice negatively;
the Democrats insist that only two
percent of malpractice suits actually result in the doctors having
to pay.
In either case, the CC Republican side suggested that reform
would have to come in many
forms: pushiug for out-of-court

lege." The Republicans posited
that the people should not be
forced to have the right to healthcare, !bat the opportunity should
be provided but not mandated; to
infringe on civil liberties would
deny the "principles of America."
The Democrats replied that
not only is hcalthcare a right, but

that it is the correct move for our

settlements. casing licensing regulations to let various treatments be
practiced by more of the medical
sector (doctor's assistants, nurse-

practitioners, pharmacists, etc.).
This would hopefully save doctors from bearing the full weight
of these junk lawsuits.

country. A healthier workforce
means higher production and economic growth, and "hardworking
Americans deserve hardworking
healthcare."

Numerous references were
made to the 46 million uninsured
Americans. This number was later
reduced, owing to the claim that

Tort refonn ought to wait, the
C Democrat debaters claimed.

roughly six million are illegal

For them, the important issues
were the erasure of precondi-

immigrants and five million more
are residents without full citizen-

tions (one of which is "being a

ship status,

female"), the ease of access to

Of those remaining, 86 percent

quality care (which Americans

both "want and deserve"), and the
problems of cost.

For example, the Democrats
claimed, a visit to the emergency
room might cost about $1,000
- an off-putting stipulation that
forces many to wait until a condition becomes unbearable before
they visit the hospit.al.

If treatments were available
more widely. and at a lower cost,
then conditions can be treated
early, which saves money in the
long

claim they are in "good or excellent" health and do not seem to

require insurance for something
they do not currently need.
Several important questions
were asked in a session following
the debate, including the "moral
imperative" of providing health-

care, even if only to the estimated
few millions of the uninsured who
simply cannot afford it.

The issue of the public and
the private also emerged during
this discussion, with reference to
well-functioning, government-run

run.

Of course the issue of government intervention was raised. The

institutions

Republicans

often utilized solely in emergencies, and, therefore, do not require

suggested

that, were'

the government to intervene, incentive [or profit would disappear.
America, they posit, "makes
machines [or humans" - they

like police and fire

departments. These services are

contractual pre-agreement - the

development ought not to be

fireman does not ask for proof or
residency before putting out the
fire. It was suggested that perhaps the emergency room could
become a similar public institu-

hindered.
CC Democrats

tion, while other medical services
would remain private.

boast the finest medical technology industries in the world. Such

expressed

concern about one face of government interference: capping the
prices [or pharmaceutical goods.

ture of insurance companies is
the largest issue of the national

Capping would inhibit the com-

debate. H.aving 30 percent of their

panies as close as "Pfizer, across
the river" from researching and

profits go toward administrative
costs "is not efficient ... you would
not run a restaurant this way."
Because they are protected

..

","-

producing

drugs at compebbve

rates.

T1lii capping

is used by the Ca-

nadian government; the method's
failme, they claim, is evident
in the fact that Canada's Prime
Minisrer, Stephen Harper, recently

Lopez believes that the na-

from monopoly laws, the magical hand of the market is often
brushed aside, so that a company

like Blue-Cross in California
might raise its premiums by 30

traveled to the United States to

percent without fear of a competi-

.mdergo medical trealments.

tive backlash.

Notions of intervention must
be "considered, and considered

Thomas Jefferson once asserted
that "it is the responsibility of

greatly."
The Democrats

every American to be informed."
Given the scale of the healthcare

argued that

phannaceutical companies often
engage in the practice of "pay to
delay," by which they discourage

their competition from producing generic versions of drugs at
cheaper prices. It is practices like
lbese, they claim, that inhibit
devclopment, and, as such, they
ought to be regulated.

question, om task as students is
to not only to understand as much
as we can, but also to care about
the issues and about our national
future.
But don't take my word fnr it.

As Jefferson also notes, ''Nothing can nnw be believed which is

seen in a newspaper."

The discussion later introduced

Last Week at SGA
...In Brief

A

Spiritual Life
CbNTINUED

FROM PAGE 1

meditation sessions with Dean
of Religious and Spiritual Life,
Claudia Highbaugh. Wolff first approached Dean Highbaugh during

the fall semester inquiring about
any Buddhist cont.acts in the New
London area that might be able to
help him study and practice Buddhism on his own.
Highbaugh told Wolff that mauy

- SOA President Peter
Friedrichs ' 10 ouUined the ncwest
plans by the AUlomobile
ongestion aud Pollution Reduction Task
Force. lie first compared
onn's
parking plans to those at other,
similar institutions, particularly
other NBS A schools. Connecticut College is ne of thc few
colleges that have parking alongside major buildings, as opposcd
On the outskirts of campus.
There is a detailed Master Plan
full of futllfc pLans for Connecticut Collegc parking, including raisiog the price of parking
permits, closing off r Boule-

vard to cars and a parking lottery
system. Targeting the unnecessary
driving that happens within our
campus (for example, Harris to
Curmnings, or from the Ridge to
Cro), the Task Force admitted to

baving aesthetic reasons for these
changes, but more importantly,
thcy are worried about students'
hcalth, amidst the risc of childhood obesity io the United States.
The information presented to
the Asscmbly is currcntly a work
iu progress.

at Conn, yet since there was no
group on campus representing the
religion she suggested Wolff form
such a group.
Bruce Blair, a Buddhist chaplain at Yale University, leads

the group's weekly sessions and
provides guidance for the group
members.
Wolff reflected on the goals of

this new group and its influence
in representing the aspects of the
Buddhist religion on campus. His

involvement with the club reflects
his personal desire to be involved
with other students sharing religious beliefs.

"[With religion] it makes sense
to have a center and a group to
base a practice in. Buddhist meditation is practicing a way of giving
one's self up completely. In order
to give of one's self completely,
one must open one's self completely, and it is best to have a safe

place in which to do so."
The Buddhist meditation sessions function with the assistance
of the Office of Religious and

Spiritual Life and use spaces in
Harkness Chapel and Becker

House.
Though the grcup is still grow-

ing, its followers include students,
staff members and a Conn alum.
Wolff stressed that membership in
the group is not strict and meetings

are casual and relaxed.
In true Buddhist

nature, Wolff

expressed a reflective view of
the group's role as an addition to
religious life on campus: "I'm just
going to set up the cushions, make
the tea and light the incense and
all I cau hope for is that the people

who come will benefit in some
way, in a 'Way that ouly they will

aware of. I am merely con- .
with providing a welcome,
open space for those to sit in anA ..
open their minds."
Though these new religious involvements on campus have added
to the variety of spiritual space at

be

cem:eo

Conn, two of the longer-standing

religious organizations on campus,
Intervarsity

Christian Fellowship

and Hillel, also provide students
with interesting and inspiring
means of exploring religion.
Alex Zarecki ' 12, a student
leader of the InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship (lVCF), stressed the

club's importance on campus as
a means of fellowship and community for Christians
exploring religion.

and those

"The core of IVCF on campus is
the weekly large group gathering
in Cre's Nest where we read Scriptures, discuss topics of personaj

relevance and community concern
and sing sweet praise tunes. In its
widest sense, the mission of IVCF
is to respond to God's love, grace
aud truth by supporting a community committed to following the

As a national organization on
many college campuses, the Conn

implement on-campus renewable
mitiatives. They also apprcved a
two-year agreement (2009-20lJ)
to purchase Green-e Certified,
100 percent wind Renewable
Energy Certificates (RECs) to
offset 15 percent of our electricity
purchase.
There is $35,000 in the Environment.al Modeling Committee

-Thc Asscmbly voted on SOA
action regarding Think Outside
the Bottle Day, a day-long activ-

ity to raise awareness about alcohol abuse, targeting the health and
well ness of Conn sttldents. Think

budget that will roll over for next
year.

chapter of IVCF is involved with
attending national conferences and
service trips in affiliation with the
larger IVCF community. Besides
their weekly gatherings in Cro's
Nest, fVCF hosts weekly small
grcup Bible studies in dorms and

common rooms as well as fellowship meals open to the entire campus to cook and enjoy company.
This year the grcup has been
working on increasing their role
on campus by holding larger scale
events such as dialogues and film

screenings.
Zarecki described his involvement with the club as both a way
tn bond the Christiau community

on campus as well as to provide
resources for those exploring
$u-Th
F-$

HOURS
!lAM - lAM
!lAM - 2AM

Christianity.
''1 try to help members

who

have come from specific Christian
traditions to maintain respect for
the goodness of their early teach-

this ad
when you come by!
Menrion

CAFE

12 Bank Street
New London CT

860-437-0684

through spreading Jewish culture

and traditions on campus.
Hillel, which has experienced

explained Zarecb.

- The Assembly voted to offset
15 percent of electricity consumption with the purchase of 2,250
MWh of Renewable Energy
Certificates (RECs) in order to

tion's mission is to create a stronger sense of community at Conn

increase in interest and populariry among students on campus in

an SGA-approved

funded event.

Emmet Markin '10, president of
Hillel, explained rhat the organiza-

an interest in practicing Buddhism

Outside the Bottle Day is now
and partially

ing among us."

other students bad also expressed

teachings and example of Jesus,"

JAZMINE HUGHES
NEWS EDLTOR

ticular religious/spiritual
tradition
or belief. Our goal as a group is to
live out the truth of Jesus as best
we can, that all might see Him for
who He is: love embodied, dwell-

ings, while challenging their view
of what it means to be a Christian
and what it truly costs to love like
Christ. Outside nf the group, most

students seem to want no direct or
complete affiliation with any par-

an

recent years, has brought many
cultural events to Conn.
Markin expressed the perspec-

tive that students have been attracted to Hillel mainly for the cultural
aspects of the organization and
feels that embracing Judaism may
be something that students have

overlooked due to these factors.
''1 think students have embraced
our 'club because we don't emphasize religion, but rather the culture
and traditions. Students on campus
enjoy being culturally Jewish rather than embracing being

religiously Jewish. It does seem
this trend is slowly changing and
I hope both aspects will be more
closely explored by students," said
Markin.
Though Hillel's cultural and

social activities are popular on
campus, the organization does
provide many religious events
allowing students to gather and
fellowship. Hillel hosts Shabbat
dinners in Freeman every Friday
night at 6 PM, provides Jewish

holiday celebrations [or the whole
campus and many, special events
bringing in lecturers to speak: on

topics related to Judaism.
Markin described

his goal for the

club is to continue to reach out to
the student body through religious
and cultural events and bringing
students together through a shared

Jewish community.

.

"I'm very proud of my Jewish
.heritage aud I would like to educate others about Jewish culture.
Through Hillel, I think we can pro-

·vide an arena for Jewish smdents
and non-Jewish students to come
together and embrace bnth religion

and community."
Religion

bas always been a

less-discussed topic among college ,
students across the nation and
seemingly attracts less interest
than in previous years. Though
Conn's liberal views on religion
may provide for the clandestine
aspects of religious organizations

within Conn's social scene, student
religious leaders shared their
opinion of religion on campus and

its future.
"People are very liberal about religion here 00 campus and I think
it's difficult for them to understand
wbat we do. I think this is prohably

why religious organizations are not
given much attention on campus
among students here," said Rashid.
Zarecki agreed that religion

is a rare topic discussed among
students and sees this as a result of
students not fully understanding
personally exploring religion.

or

"Students here at Conn are
generally quite open-minded

and

polite, but discussing religion is
a very personal thing; it is full of

so much baggage and negative
imagery. There are two primary
reactions Ireceive when IVCF
comes up in conversation: the first
being, 'Oh ... so, what do you,like,
do in !bat?' aud lbe second being
!bat lbe conversation ends quickly,
abruptly, and awkwardly. Both to

me are representative of the severe
disconnect

that exists between

students and the existence of the
genuine, intellectual Christian
striving to love God and love
people."
Baird expressed his feeling that
religion on campus can provide the
student community with opportu-

nities to become more open and
understanding

of each other and of

the core mission of the College.
"I am passionate

aboul Quaker-

ism, and because Iwant to have an
open, spiritual space on campus.
Quakerism is a very accepting religion. The values within Quakerism
aclUa1ly are very similar to many
expressed in the Honor Code, one
of the main reasons why 1 chose
Connecticut College."
These student organizations
are only the beginning of starting

the discussion about religion on
campus. With the hope that many
student leaders expressed, these

organizations will lead awareness
aud a deeper undersW1ding
reflection of spirilUallife.

and
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Inside the Housefellow Selection Process
BEN GITKIND
STAFF WRITER
The Office of Residential

Edu-

cation and Living has scoured our
campus for the leadership-hungry
and handpicked a dynamic crew
that will be calling the housefellows of 2010-11.
As thc current Housefellow
of Branford I was able to watch

the process from the other side
of the desk as I helped conduct
interviews and read through ap-

plicatious.
Here's what struck me: it appears as though the most formative component of the process
was Res. Life's understanding
of dorms as sentient beings with
their own unique sense of character.

The houscfellow

selection

process seeks to emphasize
these quali ties through matching
the applicants with the correct
personalities to the right environments, uot simply putting the

strongest candidates where they
wish to be placed.
But how does the Grand
Council of Houscfcllow-chooscrs
attain this in-depth character

analysis?
As far as the application process goes, all interested parties
submitted answers to a fairly
regular array of essay questions
as well as. resume standards. Applicants also had to explain how
they were distinct on a single
piece of 9 ,11 cardstock.
For me, the applicants' essay
answers tended to blend together,
though a lot of character shined

through in the cardstock assignment. If you ever apply, do some-

thing utterly insane that explains
who you are as an individual at
ever opportunity that you get.
Central Campus Area Coor-

dinator Colleen Haggarty talked
about the creative aspects of the
application process that shed
light en the unique qualities of
students.
"On the housefellow application, we asked them to create

their perfect residence hall, not
just a box with rooms and a common room," she said. "The floor
governors were asked to explain
what they would want their
residents to say about them by the
cud of the year."

Haggarty noted the ways in
which the creative portions of the

called group process.
Essentially, candidates are

think that each choice will help

application

arbitrarily

the definite sense of personality
they have always had without
(hopefully) all of our living

shed light on appli-

cants in unconventional ways.
"They arc better than just es-

says," she said.
The application process also includes an interview whose format

each dorm on our campus retain

grouped and asked to

perform a variety of activities
that are reminiscent of the same
icebreakers used at orientation.
It's not as simple and fun as it
seems, however, as the applicants

spaces erupting into chaos.
2018-2011 Housefellows:

arc observed like lab rats by cur-

has changed slightly in the past
year according to Haggarty.

because of the importance we put

Abbey: Emma Krane
Blackstone: Sally Zuar
Branford: Eric Leflore
Burdick: Becca Dolfi
Ear1hJ360: Adam Sleeper

into these judgments,

though they

Freeman: Trevor Prophet

you present yourself."

are far more subjective, of an ap-

Each interview is conducted
with both a professional staff
member and a current housefel-

plicant's strengths.
"Conn is the only place where

Hamilton: Molly Bierman
Harkness: Lincoln Wesley
JA: Chelsea Manning

we do a lot of interesting stuff
with group activities," Haggarty

Johnson: Alex Domeniconi
KB: Nita Contreras

said, "and I've had a lot of years

Knowlton: Aaron Chau
Lambdin: Sara Keller
Larrabee: Adam Miller
Lazrus: Katie Serra
Morrisson: Lindy Nash
'park: Emily Webb
Plant: Miriam Singer
River Ridge: Anne Denton
Smith: Anna Membrino
Windham: Annie Bigwood
Wright: Luke Wilder

'We tried to make it a little
more formal this year," she said.
''This may not be a Fortune 500
interview but your professionalism will come through in the way

low. Both have the opportunity

to

ask questions and submit feedback on a given applicant.
While interviewing candidates,
I was impressed with the weight
given to housefellow comments,
an aspect of the process that

rent housefellows who are asked
to take notes on the actions of the
potential-fellows.
Our selection process is unique

doing selection."
The entirety of the process is
aimed at the maintenance of community on our campus, and Res.

hopefully results in a dynamic

Life is doing a solid job at attacking this challenge through a very

understanding of each interviewee from both student and
faculty perspectives.

personal approach that separates
students from the numbers that
they often become on paper.

The third and final part of applying is this tricky little thing'

Looking through the list of
housefellows for next year, I

PICA Conference and Banquet
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Oldacre began to research the
power of narratives, verbal life
stories, as a tool 10 re-integrate

ex-offenders into society.
When you tell a narrative, she
said, you reconstruct the past to
make sense of the present and to
understand

the fUntre. In retriev-

ing memories, we draw upon
events close to us, which can be
a valuable experience for exoffenders. Through these uarrarives, Oidacre hopes to tackle the
problem of recidivism and keep

ex-offenders from re-entering
prison.
Colleen MacPhee, a double
major in sociology and gender

and women's studies, focused
her PICA journey on resources
and support systems for homeless
women who have survived domestic violence or sexual assault.
As an intern at Jane Addams
Place in Philadelphia,

MacPhee

planned social events for the
women and child residents and
held a women's writing course.
She explained the process as
just that, a process. She was origi-

;,>;i.;

j

~
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Class 2010 PICA Scholars Paola Coste, Kiara Fuller, Freya Levett, Zoe Hull, Kristin Humphrey, Ashley Oldacre and Colleen MacPhee.
Not pictured: Deena Kimmel, Molly Hayward, Sara Kruger; Leland Stillman, Melanie Joubanian, Sarah Howe and Harrison Wood.
nally surprised at the women's

lack of enthusiasm to take her
WIlting class.
MacPhee

still believed that sur-

vivors of violence would benefit
from an additional outlet to express themselves. After receiving
a $500 grant from the Holleran

Center's Social Entrepreneurship
Initiative Fund, MacPhee decided
to hold a creative art joumaling

course at the Women's Center of
Southeastern Connecticut for her

ed in Darfur, Sudan, which led to

she interned at the International

her further research of develop-

Institute of Boston where she

Senior Integrative Project.
To date she has held eight

ment programs

worked with many clients, including "asylees" (people already
granted asylum) and people in the
process of applying for asylum.
She describedthe ~upj.Cftive

classes which have integrated
painting, drawing and writing.
After hearing that the writing
and drawing help the women
express themselves and detox,
MacPhee hypothesized, "Creative
joumaliug

may be both a tool of

empowermentanda
medium as
a tool for
coalition
building."
The panel

discussion
"Perspec-

tives on Human Rights:

Education,
Law and Immigration"
featured students Molly

Hayward,
Deena Kimmel, Zoe
Hull and
Sarah Howe.
Hayward,
a govem-

mentmajor,
concentrated
her PICA

experience
on women
in develop-

mentand
post-conflict

recovery.

and their impact

on women at The Foundation
for Development Cooperation in
Australia.
During her internship,

Hayward

concentrated on a program titled
called "Bottom-Up Governance

nature of judges and individuals who decide whether or not

and Leadership

to grant asylum to those seeking

Program for

Women in the Pacific." For this
program, Hayward created a gendered monitoring and evaluation
system and an impact assessment
to evaluate its effectiveness.
Her Senior Integrative

Proj-

ect will emphasize the ways in
which recovery and development
programs can be evaluated for
their positive impacts on females,
and how to maximize positive
outcomes within the programs.
Deena Kimmel, who is majoring in American studies, focused
her PICA studies on finding a
solution for peace in the Middle
East. She completed her internship at the Hand in Hand school

in Jerusalem, Israel.
After attending Hebrew school
for the majority of her life, Kimmel had only heard the Jewish
side of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. After working on the fourth
annual Tree of life Conference at
a local church, Kimmel became
educated about the Palestinian
hardships involved with living

in territories now occupied by
Israelis.
"I came to realize that peace
couldn't be achieved if only one
side was heard," she said.
This new idea was reinforced at

She completed an
internship
at The

the Hand in Hand school, where
Arab and Israeli students go to

Foundation

mel helped teach English and

for Develop-

art

ment Cooperation in

English camp for 25 students.
ln the school, Kimmel realized that Jews and Arabs can live
together peacefully. Children in
the school had grown up together,
and as a result their parents and
teachers became friends.
"I really do think peace is feasible," she said. "We just have to
figure out a compromise that will

Queensland,
Australia

and studied

abroad in
Geneva,
Switzerland.
While
abroad,
Hayward

spent time
sntdying
the United
Nations De-

velopment
Program
(UNDP)
Rule of Law
implement-

She explained

that often,

asylees

from allied countries or those
with whom the United Slates
conducts business will be denied
asylum on the basis that granting
asylum implies that the United

States is condemning events in
that country.
"There is a new form of torture
present in the United States: torture in the form of denial of safe

haven," Hull said.
Hull will soon be completing
her SIP called "The Broken System: American Political Asylum."
Sarah Howe, an international
relations major, focused her PICA
studies on children's rights and
immigration' law. She completed
an internship at the Refugee
Council in London, England.
Inspired by human rights

classes taken at Conn, Howe
became interested in refugees,
focusing on an underrepresented
population: separated children,
ln London, Howe worked with
separated children in London
doing anything from translating
documents to finding lawyers to
navigating the city with a child to
find a doctor.
She expressed

frustration

at the

xenophobic systems regarding.
immigrants in both the UK and

school together. Here, Kim-

US.
"We have this attitude that if
they come here, they need to

classes, and ran a three-week

make peace work."
Zoe Hull, who is majoring in
sociology-based human relations
focused in immigration policy.
'
She completed her internship
at the International Institute of

Boston,
While abroad in Barcelona,
Hull realized her true passion for
immigration

safe haven in the United States.

policy. Accordingly,

,
I

know our ways. But it's not necessarily that they want to come

here, they want to leave there."
Her research in London led
her to compare the American and
British systems, concluding that
the United Kingdom provides
better protection for separated
children seeking safe haven from

persecution in their own countries.
Howe will soon complete her
SIP, titled, "Separated Children
Fleeing Persecution: A Comparative Study of Asylum Policies in
the UK and the U.S."
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III.'tLet1lle P2P
Bite Yin!
Over 144 "takedown" notifications were received from the RIAA at Connecticut College
last year for music and media files that were obtained illegally through P2P file sharing.
!akedown notifications have begun to arrive on a weekly basis this fall and are increas- \
mg.
.
,

You could be next ...

,

You know file sharing is illegal but everyone is doing it, yes?l
And it's cheap and easy ... or is it?
.\.1

In July 2009, a federal jury ordered a graduate student at Boston
University to pay $675,000 to various record labels for downloading and
distributing 30 songs.
'

That's $22,500 per songl
The Recording Industry of America (RIAA) can legally identify your IP address, software
program, user name, and the titles of each and every artist and song downloaded.

Our Advice .....
• Remove peer-to-peer file-sharing programs immediately
• Use legal services to purchase music, movies and software online
• Use' Pandora.com
for more information, visit the IS website "Finding Legal Online Music, and Other
Electronic Content"
(http://www.conncoll.edu/Libraries/policies/mediadownloadpolicy.html).
For additional information contact: Beth Hansen
ext. 2681 ehhan@conncoll.edu.
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ATLAS's I-Nite: An Intergalactic Spin on Internationalis~l
candle burning to set the mood for
this one: a history of the conllict
through the eyes of twelve different individuals, each telling their
own story. This emphasized the
range of difficulties the war created. Ended with stories of hope,
and a hope for more to come.
"The Sehwiffs": Up next was
an a capella performance of James
Taylor's "Lighthouse" by the alIfemale grouPl with the imagery of
ocean waves and sunsets to accompany the warm vocal performance.
"Dos Sevillanas": After a skit

JEFF BAIRD
STAFF WRITER
Last Friday night the 1962 room
was the place to be. The room was
transformed to feel like a "Space
dyssey,' complete with galactic
video imagery and trash-hag alien

costumes.
Ths was I-Nite, ATLA 's
spring cultural show (similar to
SA's Fusion, held in fall),
which included a wide variety of
cultural performances, as well as
skits explaining human culture
and behavior through alien eyes.
Tbls ultimately showed the hope
for humanity lies in the power and
diversity of cultural art forms in
the world.
Below is a recap of the night's
"Alien Dance": A brief skit and
dance, setting the premise for the
sh w. The best part was the hilarious short animated film entitled
"A Brief History of Pretty Much
Everything."
"The hanna Seven": A rock
band organized by Mihir Sharma
'12, that performed two songs,
including a smooth rendition of.
the Indian song "Roobaroo,'
with
vocals by Siddharth Ratho '11,
Ale. Zarecki '12, and Mariam
Tabatadze '13.

"Latin Love": Following a
brief skit about how humans can
never decide what they want, was
a smooth tango and salsa dattce
number, performed by Manuel
JImenez' 12 and Claribel Mannol

, 10.

"Moroccan Folklore Dance": A
very lively performance, complete
with sparkling costumes and a synchronized, shoulder-raise dance,
with choreography by Majda
Kahiam ' 12.
"Juxtaposed": A multicultural
dance, with a medley of songs
including "Summer Love" from
Grease. Three girls, three guys,
and lots of red spotlights.
''It Was Due": A passionate
acoustic performance of Aaron
Niequcst's "I Iere Arc My Hands"
by Ale x Zarecki '12, in S)1j~ It'irh
the fervent dancing of Wayne Ong
,11.
"The Palestinian-Israeli
Skit":
Time to add some seriousness.

The screens featured a video of a

that included mentions of lip
synching ~ la Britney and Ashlee
impson, as well as Paris Hilton's
recent efforts. After that came a
strong upbeat dattce performed by
Tremana White' 11 and Alexander
Dana '10.
"JHOOM": Another dance, this
time Bollywood-inspired,
featuring
a diverse cast, lots of energy, and
bright lights.
"1 Rise": The next act was a
powerful poetry reading of Maya
Angelou's "Still I Rise," translated
into eight different languages, then
spoken in English. As my friend
Ale. DeShields '12 put it, "So
many sexy languages spoken at
once."
"Middle Eastern Shimmy": The
'62 room heat up during this one.
Bellydancing, choreographed by
Justine O'Sullivan '13.
"Decale Gwada": The finale,
preceded by a skit bringing the
show together, was about how
wonderful it would be to have all
of these cultural performances and
talents in one place together, so
that we could enjoy it all-which
is what I-Nite was.
The show concluded with its
most energetic number, a nineperson Afro-Caribbean dance to
the popular Jessy Matador song

a dynamic

internship

This happened to be my first
at an ATLAS show,
and it most surely will not be my
last. Tbis was one of many recent
events on campus with all funds
glll••
Hai'lIi'ftllief efforts, and,
one 'Where you definitely got your
money's worth.
Junior Will Brown's testament
spoke for all after the show when
he said, "That was invigorating."
'
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The "Shanna Seven" performs "Roobaroo," From lelllo rig hI: Alex Zarecki, Mihir Sharma, ,. ~~
Mark Warburg, Siddhal1h Ralho, Juslin Koufopoulos, Mariam Tabaladze and Gaulam Sinha.. "
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about music as a healing power,
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Learn more:
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graduate@quinnipiac.edu

1-800-462-1944

Wayne Ong perfonns In "II was Due" 10 music by Alex Zareki.

Music Review
Cave In: Planets o] Old EP
DAVIS McGRAW
STAFF WRITER
In the mid 1990s, some hardcore bands got together and started playing shows in and around
the Boston area before eventually
landing deals with local Hydra
Head Records. One of these
bands was Converge, who by the
end of the decade had risen to the
apex of the revitalized genre on
a wave of polyrhythmic insanity.
Another group of gUys called Piebald stopped screaming altogether
and unexpectedly shifted focus to
pop structures and wistful songs
about their tour bus.
Cave In, whose Merrimack
Valley Hardcore is easily on par
with Converge and the Piebald,
cranked up their reverb and set
off in yet another direction. \Vbile
their experiments with space
rock and slow-buildiug rhythms
seem, at first, to sel them apart
from their contemporaries' sonic
choices, their strength tlu"ough the

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY

years had resided in their willingness to let their past and present
coexist in their ever-developing
sound,
On Planets 0/ Old, their first
release in nearly five years, Cave
In are even less concerned than
usual with genre adherence,
covering almost all of the ground
they explored in fifteen-plus years
on four near-perfect tracks.
Fans of 2000s Jupiter should
have few gripes with "Cayman
Tongue," a huge, crawling epic
six minute lead-in loaded with
tons of echo and loud, loud
guitars. On the opposite end of
the spectrum, the abrasive vocals
and frenetic energy of "The Red
Trail" reference the band's early
bardcore days. The oilier selections fall neatly in the middle,
adding hooks and melodies to the
auditory overload.
Is this, then, a comeback record? I'd say no.
Plallets 0/ Old merely marks
yet another release by a band that

has. consistently valued quality
over quantity, even if it takes
a vacation or two. This is well
worth the five years.

Also Check Out:
Deftoues: Deftones
Piebald: We Are The Only

Friends That We Have
Converge: Jane Doe

W~

Hamden, Connecticut

Ntw

WIFI

COffEE

BAR
FOOD
MAGAZINES

SMOKING LOUNGE

70 STATESTREET /
NEW LONDON
860-443-6817
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Let's Do the Time Warp...Again!
A Review of The Roc~ Horror Show
MATTHEW GENTILE

STAFF WRITER
Lipstick, popcorn, sci-fi and sexual innuendoes light up the stage
in Richard O'Brian's culty-campy
phenomenon The Rocky Horror
Show - which hit Tansill Theater
this weekend to massive crowds.
Director Peter Deffett, who
helmed last year's theatrical
production of Hair, returned in
his role as the director of this play,
and it's debatable to say that he's
swpassed this past achievement
with this most recent work.

Iwon't use this review to eXR
plain the show's plot like I usually
do - because doing that would
essentially be a waste of time.
The show, or sball I say this thing,
doesn't rely on plot - it is a clever
parody of subversive B-movies,
science fiction films and other
cultural references.
What's special abont the play is
that while it is predominately revered and ron by a cult of devoted
fans, is that it still manages to engage the casual viewer (which was
I on Wednesday when I went to the
synergetic preview performance).
Here, Peter Deffett demonstrates
two talents: I) pntting a piece
together and 2) bringing out the
energy in his cast. I can only imag-

ine how much they love working
with him.
Phillip Barber and Kristin Kerr
play the familiar couple, Brad
and Janet. Kerr brings a similar
sexiness to her performance that
Susan Sarandon was famous for in
her break out role in 1978's Rocky
Horror film and Barber seems to
fit the bill as the nerdy awkward
Brad.
Grant Jacoby has a remarkable
stage presence, and kills in his role
as Frank 'N' Furter with flamboyance and accrues authority with his
acting. Ryan Cameron is as scary
as he is funny as Riff Raff.
Another cast member who
shines the hell out of the stage in
her debut performance is Kimmie
Braunthal, who sings, acts and has
a number where she tap dances
that is truly electrifying.
The rest of the cast, from ensemble. to featured, also seems to
hting their full potential.
Tim Golebiewski proves himself
to be a master in the art of scenic
desigu - every time he designs a
set for one of these productions, it
seems that the set itself looks like
it belongs on Broadway (which in
some productions has even been
problematic, because the sets were
too good compared to the people
occupying the stage: e.g. The

Tempesl).
The production value displayed
here has exceeded some of the
previous productions - but the
Theater Department has not gone
overboard, which is nice for a
change.
Sabrina Notarfrancisco has
fun dressing her actors in drag
and goth; she is able to transcend
through the ages. In Rocky Horror,
everything fits together appropriately and each nook and cranny
helps embellish it in a delightfully technical and aesthetically
advanced way,
(, uu II .l.",

of The Rocky Horror Show? I really don't like it.
Some of the music is awesome,
but when I heard "The Time Warp"
again, I had chills running down
my spine as I remembered the fifth
grade when I was first introduced
to that song in Health class.
But even though I'm not a fan
of the plot or premise, and even
though I didn't understand the
jokes or the lines some audience
members were calling back, I
enjoyed watching it. The actors'
energy invigorated me, and their
dancing made me want to gel up
and dance. They gave me a reminder of how much fun it is to be
in a theatrical production - especially a musical.
That may not satisfy you readers
out there. The job of a critic is
generally to tear apart a play for
its flaws, and this show docs have
several. There are times when tile
band/orchestra's
loud music overrides the actors' not-as-loud singing. Spoof, for lack of better word,
is probably my least favorite geure.
But the show, whether you're a
Rocky Horror fanatic or a pessimistic critic, is truly a blast.
Despite unorthodox origins, it
will make you want to sing along,
chime in if you know the words or
sit the song OUl if need be - but no
matter what, you'll be having fun,
and you'll be entertained - which
is the main reason we see a show
in the first place.
On a Connecticut College Camel
RAting Scale, out of a Possible
Four, I'm going to give The Rocky
Horror Picture Show 4 Camels.

You want to know what I think

Shouting at Actors
RACINE OXTOBY

Horror Show would include simi-

ARTS EDITOR

lar callback experiences. Whether
or not this proved to be true, the
actors had to be prepared. Janet
doesn't want to get thrown off
guard when someone (or many
people) repeatedly calls her a
"Slut!" during the opening night

I think my love for The Rocky
Horror Picture Show is no secret
to those who know me. The movie
soundtrack has been with me
since my childhood, when I came
upon my mother's vinyl copy and
yeamed to know more; it wasn't
until years later when I discovered
just how vulgar the lyrics to many
of the songs really are. That same
vinyl copy sits in my dorm room at

this very moment.
I own a sexy maid costume
which I have only worn on three
occasions: first to last semester's
screening of the movie in Cro's
Nest, next to a shadowcasted
screening in southeast Rhode Island, and finally to this past week's
Main Stage production of The

Rocky Horror Show.
The Rocky Horror Picture Show
and its theatrical counterpart share
a long history of audience participation, from dressing up like your
favorite characters to shouting a
completely different script of lines
(known as callbacks), which only
enhance the campy ridiculousness
of the show.
Let's get something straight: The
Rocky Horror Picture Show is not
a great movie. Its dialogue, special
effects .and plot are incredibly
absurd.
However, tlie cnit following and
ihe'~,s
ability not to take itself
too seriously is what makes it so
great.

.

Rocky Horror is meant to be
fun. Callbacks only add to that fun,
allowing the audience to become
immersed in the film's story and
overall community, Those not familiar to this tradition of callbacks
may be taken aback and confused
as to what is going on, For those
who are familiar, audience participation is one of the enjoyable and
entertaining experiences one can
have at a showing of The Rocky

Horror Picture Show.
It was fairly inevitable that
Conn's production of The Rocky

t

'K.

performance, This is where I came
in.
An invitation was extended to
myself and three friends - most
of us experts at the Rocky Horror
callback culture, all of us silly individuals just looking to have a good
time - to attend one of the dress
rehearsals, Our mission: to shout at
. the actors and prepare them for the
callback onslaught which was destined to come their way, This was
an incredibly exciting opportunity,
for me, anyway; we were getting
access to the production two days
before the doors were opened to
the public.
I knew that the cast was at least
aware of the crazy following of
Rocky Horror - the Rhode Island
excursion had been with the cast
and crew, as a sort of field trip to
better understand the feel and look
of the show. Those who have never
seen The Rocky HOTTor Picture
Show with a shadowcast before are
rclerredW as virglllli. A large V

is drawn on their forehead with lipstick and countiess hazing rituals
are inllicted upon them (in reality,
a balloon was popped between our
legs by the teeth of a crewmember
- representing the official popping
of our Rocky Horror cherries).
And shout we did. Personally, I
prefer the callbacks that occur during the songs; for example, in the
song "Dammit Janet," right before
Brad sings 'The river was long but
I swam it," it is custom to shout
out "Describe Janet's first period!"
You know, fun, innocent, familyfriendly stuff like that.
One particular callback, featured
towards the show's finale, is to
scream ''Is there going to be an
orgy or a picnic? Orgy or picnic?!"
at the Narrator right before he
replies ''There was to be ... no picnic," Besides being hilarious, this
particular callback gives Columbia
plenty of time to change into her
next costume before the start of the
climactic Floor Show.
There are many callbacks which
are visually-depeodent
and only
work with movie-viewing (":Michelangelo. I said the ceiling!
That's the last time I hire a Ninja
TW1le!" or "He's so gay, he can't
even float straight!" - don't ask,
just watch). The Narrator in the
play has a neck, for God's sake!
The movie is-made up of at least
15 percent neck jokes !
After Thursday night's opening performance, Ihad a number
of audience members approach
me and tell me that my callbacks
(as well as those belonging to the
others shouting at the actors) were
some of their favorite parts of the
show. I politely said thank you
and hurried down to the lobby to
give hugs to the real heroes, those
sweaty, exhausted actors we all
came to Tansillto see perform.
Shouting callbacks at The Rocky
Horror Show is the most fun I've
ever had seeing a musical and it
may have just upped my interest in
the Rocky Horror community even
more,

All photos taken by Nick Edward. unless cred~ed otherwise.
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Spring Sports Preview

Connecticut College Swim
Team in the 2010 NESCACs

Lax, Tennis, Rowing, Track Begin
Competition Over Spring Break

Three Camels Qualify for NCAA National Championships
ALI McPHERSON
CONTRIBUTOR
Spring 2010 is expected to be
a winning season for Connecticut

Coming off of a tough season

College's spring sports teams.

in 2009, going 3-12 (1-7 in
NESCAC),the women will face
Skidmore College on Sunday,
March 14, for their first match of

Men and women's lacrosse, row-

Sarah Murphy '11 quallOed for the 2010 NCAAChampionships
SAM PERLEY
STAFF WRITER
Both the Men's and Women's
Swimming and Diving teams
concluded with sixth place
finIshes at the NESCACChampionships held February 26-28 for
the men and February 19-21 for
the women.

The men competed at Williams
College where they stumbled a
bit after finishing with a fourth
place finish in 2009.
The talented Williams men
set the pace the entire weekend
and easily came away with the
NESCACtitle. They dominantly
outdistanced themselves from
second placed Tufts who was
closely followed by Amherst,
Middlebury and Hamilton roundIng out the top five.
Tim Walsh '12 and Pat Troy
'10 led the Camels as they turned
In outstanding performances
in the backstroke and butterfly events, respectively. Walsh
flnished second in both the 50
and 200-meter backstroke and
took home the NESCACtitle
in the 100-meter back Troy
flnished second in both the 50
and 100-meter butterfly and
fifth in the 200-meter butterfly.
Both men have qualified for the

2010 NCAADivision III National
Championships held in Minneapolis, MN from March 17-20.
The 200-meter freestyle relay
of Troy, Walsh, Brtan Finnerty
'10, and Grant Moryan '10
achieved All-Conference honors
with a second place finish and
an NCAA'B' Qualifying standard.
Other notable performances
included the 200 and 400 meter
Medley Relays made up of Walsh,
Sam Perley '10, Troy, and Moryan
which both finished fourth and
achieved NCAA'B' Qualifying
standards.
Despite the disappointing
performance

as a team, Troy was

honored at the meet with the
senior high point award, which
is given to the senior who has

scored the most points in the
past four years at the NESCAC
Championships.
The lady camels also had their
share of outstanding performances at the women's

meet

The girls finished in sixth
place, which was a step up from

the seventh place finish they had
last year Again, Williams ran
away with the meet followed by
Amherst, Middlebury, Tufts and
Colby.
The Camels were led by Sarah
Murphy '11 who will be joining

In the 200-meter

butterfly.

Walsh and Troy in Minnesota
after automatically qualifying
for the NCAAChampionships In
the 200 meter butterfly with a
fifth place finish and an NCAA
'A: Qualifying standard. Murphy
also added a sixth place finish
in the 400 Individual Medley
and a seventh place finish In
the 200 Individual Medley. Both
Murphy's times in the Individual Medleys were new school
records.
Ertka Fernandes '12 had the
highest individual placing for the
camels as she snagged a second
place finish in the 50-meter freestyle, which also landed her AllConference honors. Fernandes
notched an NCAA'B' Qualifying
standard and narrowly missed
being invited to the NCAAChampionships by a few hundredths

to do even better, and place well
in all of their regattas.
The tennis teams will kick off
their matches in mid-March.

tng, tennis and track and field
will be representing the Camels
this spring, and each time Is
planning to have success in the
NESCACconference.
Coming off of a 6-8 season (1-8
in NESCAC)last spring, the men's
lacrosse team is expecting to
show an improved, ready-to-win
team that will make a statement
in the NESI;;ACthis year Their
season will kick off on Saturday,
March 13, at Trinity College, who
they lost to last year by a 4-polnt
deficit.
This year, tn-captalns, Steve
Dachille '10, Will Schumann '10
and Sean DnscollIu hope to
lead the Camels to victory.
Women's lacrosse also had
a tough time in the NESCAC
conference

last spring with no

league wins and completing
their season with a 4-10 overall
record. The women look to their
season-opener

against Trinity

College on Saturday, March 13 to
start the 2010 season with a new
spark Last year, the Camels lost
to Trinity by 9 with an overall
score of9-181n favor of the
Bantams.
This season, the Camels are
led by tri-captatns Kylee Yam '10,
Cookie Smith '10, and Abby Hill
'11.
The men's and women's

row-

ing teams are also expecting a
successful

spring season after

the season. As an out of confer-

ence game, the lady Camels are
expected to win, and will be led
by captains Caroline Barone
'11, and Rebecca Heupel '11.
The men's team will face Roger
Williams University on Tuesday,
March 16 during their spring
trtp to Orlando, FL.
With an 8-9 record last year,
1-7 In NESCAC,the men expect
to win their match agalnst RWU,
and improve their NESCACrecord this season.

The 'Camel track and field
team has been working hard out
at Silfen Field despite adverse
weather conditions this semester. Both the men and women

will officially kick off their seasons at the Widener University
Invitational on March 26, and
are expecting to perform well.
Captains Tommy Howd '11, and
Alex Samma '12 lead the men
this season, while tri-captains
Devon Butler '10, Joann O'Brien
'11 and Margaret Thayer '10 lead
the women.
Alex Samma '12 is expected to
be a strong presence again this
season after winning the NCAA
triple-jump event last season.
Rob Webb '11 and Brian Gooch
'13 are also expected to be
strong competitors
team this season.

for the men's

getting off to a good start this
fall at the Head of the Charles
Regatta, where they finished in

Margaret Thayer '10 has
already proven she is a force to
be reckoned during the winter

ofa second.

tenth place out of29 teams.

indoor track season as she set

The ladies also had an All-Conference relay In the 200 Medley
Relay, which finished third and
was comprised of Jessica Schanzer '13, Katie Karlson '13, Leigh
Weymouth '11 and Fernandes.
This time was also an NCAA'B' ,
Qualifying standard and was a
new school record. In addition,
Weymouth set a new school
record in the 50-meter butterfly
during the meet

The 2010 season will kick
off on April 3 for the women in

a new school record in the long
Jump with a distance of 16 feet,
5 inches during the Valentine's
Day invitational at MIT.

their regatta against Simmons,

Amherst and Clark on Lake
Qulnsigamond in MA.Last year,
the women's

rowing team ended

up with two wins and the men
finished second at this regatta
This season, the Camels expect

The women's

outdoor team is

expecting big things from Devon
Butler '10, Joann O'Brien '11,
Merry Byrne '13 and Cara Hass
'12 for the women.

Attention Baseball Fans: MLB Players Flee Mass Snow
Melt As 2010 Spring Training Commences
ALEX MARTLAND
STAFF WRITER

out, David Letterman; because
here is the new Top Ten list-Alex Martland's Preseason Power
Rankings.
#1: Coming in at the top spot
for the upcoming season is a
team with which I would be

For baseball fans spring means
more than just trading In your
snow shovel for a lawnmower
-It means hundreds of people,
none of whom you've ever met,
perfectly content were they to be
are slowly making their way
exiled to Slberta: the New York
down to Florida or ArIzona to
Yankees. After storming through
start playing catch in tight pants.
the 2009 season with the best
Yes, for baseball purtsts (read:
team money could buy, the YanJunkies), Spring Training marks
kees added Curtis Granderson to
the beginning ofa new season
the middle of their
for America's pastime; a time of
lineup this year,ln
hope, anticipation and four-hour
a three-team trade
games which seem to drag on for
which saw them
days.
part with Austin
For Yankees fans, these days
Jackson, Phil Coke,
are met with surprise when
Ian Kennedy, and
they're informed that Hank
the remalnder of
Steinbrenner bought the Domlnl- George's soul. Also,
can Republic over the off-season,
any time Andy Petmarking the first time a sovertitte Is your fourth
elgn nation has become a minor
starter, you're a
league affiliate for a professional
team to be reckoned
sports team. For the rest of us,
with.
however, a new basebali season
#2: The Phililes could arguably
is akin to a new lease on life. In
make a claim for the top spot
April, all 29 teams are on equal
In these rankings, but narrowly
footing to lose to Yankees Inc.,
miss out due to the fact that
and there seems no better way
Raul Ibanez Is ugly as sin and
to prepare than by flying south
their mascot makes absolutely
and participating In chanty golf
no sense. Philly's top two In Roy
tournaments.
Halladay and Cole Hamels ranks
Each new season also brings
are strong as any other palr in
with It another tradition: the
. the league, and they boast a
annual "Alexis bored In class and
lineup whose only real hole is
as such ranked all 30 teams from
Carlos Ruiz. Look for the Phillies
top to bottom-athon." This year
to capitalize on the inevitable
you, the reader, will have the
collapse by the Mets at the end of
once-in-a-llfetime opportunity to
the season.
galn Insight into my picks for the
#3: Call me a homer If you
upcoming year, which will likely
want, but the Red Sox deserve
be as accurate as a freshman's

to take third position

going into

memory after Floralia. Watch

the 2010 season. A particularly

active off-season by GM Theo
Epstein retooled a lacking Boston lineup, landing the biggest
free-agent

starter in this year's

class (john Lackey) while also
providing a two-year solution at
shortstop in Marco Scutaro as
Jose Iglesias, who appears to be
Ozzie Smith incarnate, matures
in the minors. Questions

abound

about the team's offensive capabilities, but Fenway Park's cozy
dimensions should help remedv

#5: The Tampa Bay Rays, the
small-market enigma of Major
League Baseball, have one of
the most fearsome lineups in
the game. Studded with young
talent like Evan Longoria and
B.J.Upton, the Rays will look to
prove that their 2008 pennant
run wasn't a fluke as they battle
It out In the hotly-contested AL
East.
#6: The messy divorce proceedings between Iamie and
Frank McCourt prevented the Los Angeles Dodgers from
spending the money
they would have
liked on big-name
free agents, but
doesn't change the
fact that joe Torre's
team combines

a

coming into camp surrounds

young nucleolus
with potentially
dominating pitching,
headlined by Clayton
Kershaw and Chad Billingsley.
The Dodgers should run through
a relatively weak NL West to
make a run into October.
#7: San Francisco could be a
big sleeper team in 2010, and
the Giants pose the biggest
hurdle for the Dodgers to win
the West outnght, Tim Lincecum
Is perhaps the most dominating
pitcher under 130 pounds to
ever piay the game, and if Pablo
Sandoval can repeat any kind
of performance that he did last
year, the Giants should remaln
relevant well into the dog days of

whether closer Ryan Franklin

summer.

can repeat his impressive

#8: The Detroit Tigers have
to be placed in the top ten, but

those concerns.

#4: The Saint Louis Cardinals made a splash this winter,
engaging in what appeared to be
a fierce bidding war agalnst only
themselves as they fought (again,
themselves) to re-sign Matt
Holliday. Potentially handcuffing
them long-term (Albert Pujols
will be a free agent after next
year and should command upwards of$200 million), the Cards
are looking to cash In sooner
rather than later with their available talent. The major question

campaign.

2009

don't be surprtsed ifthey show
signs of struggle early and often.
Much of the pressure will be
placed squarely on the shoulders
of the front of the rotation, and if
second year pitcher Rick Porcello
falls off at all from a blistering
rookie campaign, the Tigers will
be In senous trouble. Also, it
would be In Detroit's best interests to make sure that Miguel
Cabrera came to the games sober
this year.
#9: New GM jeffZduriencik,
apart from having the most
rtdtculous name In the world, orchestrated a series of trades and
slgnings this past winter which
turned the Seattle Manners Into
legitimate contenders. Swapping minor leaguers for Cliff Lee
gives Seattle two true Cy Young
contenders

as their top starters

(the other In Felix Hernandez),
and signing former Angels third
basemen Chone Figgins helps an
offensively challenged lineup.
#10: The Chicago Cubs should
make a push for the NL Central
crown this year, but that's all
dependent on whether or not
Lou Plnella decides to throw a
tantrum and try to eat second
base again this year.
Well, there you have It. For all
those who disagree with this list
(namely Yankee fans somehow
wanting them to be ranked even
higher than number one) feel
free to leave your own projections at www.thecollegevolce.org
in the comments section.
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A Journey

One Year Later, the Dreams
of a Fallen Peer Live On

Outside
Structure

The humanitarian legacy of Elizabeth Durante '10 remains strong
on the one-year anniversary of her death

Computers, card catalogs can't keep ~
with the Niantic Book Bam's co
.
ANDReW CRIMER
STAFF WRITER
When the stone retaining
walls and castellalions of

of some loog-forgntten

our willdy campus begin

draw my fingers aloog the
row of ~y orgaoized,
shiny paperbacIal 00 tbe
sbelf at Barnes aud Noble.
1 would rather have to
waleh my step 80 as not to
trip on the rock, which was

to feel claustrophobic, take
Saturday
afl<:rnOOll and head our
into the wiJd8 of Eastern
Connecticut To decompress, I recently brought
my scant cash and ample
time to a misnamed place
in Niantic, about fifteen
mInutes from the campus

a sun-bleached

gates.

PETER FRIEDRICHS

Although the compound
caIls itself the Book Bam,
it's actuaIly a quiet mess
of sheds, semi-permanent
tents, bramble, gargoyles
and goats in orbit around
an old house crammed
from ftoor to ceiling with
used books. The grounds
feel like the set of a fantasy llbn about the lmaginatiOll and seose of ditlcovery

The Psychology Department
dedicated its April 2009 department
newsletter to Liz and established the
"Elizabeth Y. Durante' 10 Memorial
Award for Public Service" to recognize Liz's passionate commitment to
helping others. This award "recognizes
the graduating student who best exemplifies that spirit of helping others that
Liz embodied."

to Connecticut College students on
Thursday and Saturday nights. If the
request passes, the Elizabeth Durante
In the wee hours of Saturday March
, 10 Memorial EMf Scholarship will
7,2009, while most students were
be created. Although we should all
asleep on the first night of spring
appreciate the Psychology Award and
break, eight Conn students left Conn
Advancement scholarship, Liz was
in a livery van en route to an alternaabout action and not recognition. The
tive spring break trip to work at an
Clinic and EMf scholarship fund imorphanage is Uganda. Sadly, they
plore action where the other responses
never made it. Around the same time,
The Advancement Office estabdo not.
a severely intoxicated Navy sailor left
lished a college scholarship in Liz's
In my time since Liz's passing,
Mohegan Sun Casino. Forgetting to
name "meant to honor Elizabeth's
I've tried to convey to my peers that
turn his lights on, he proceeded to turn
memory by supporting a student with
despite being young and unlikely to
onto the off-ramp the wrong way and
financial need who exhibits a commitdie, we are not invincible. Death could
head south on 1-395 north. The two
ment and dedication to community or
come at any moment, accidental or
vehicles collided head-on, injuring evpublic service."
not. What's important is that we live
eryone and killing Elizabeth Durante,
Perhaps most impressively, the
every day as if it's our last. In the rat
member of the class of 2010.
Asayo's Wish Foundation (owners of
race-amongst classmates to be the
This past Sunday marked the one
.lithe orphanage in Kaieramaido, UgaIl-tl j"lmost successful and have a building
year anniversary of Elizabeth's passda where Liz had previously volunnamed after us, Elizabeth Durante has
ing. After her death, there was an
teered, where Liz's alternative spring
already won. The impact. you leave on
outpouring of sympathy by Elizabeth's
the world is decided by your actions
break trip headed I"st year) raised
family, her friends and the college.
over $10,000 and bUilt the Elizabeth
every day. Thank you for reading and
lIDs year, Dean Bengochea acknowlD1.Jr<.mteClinic to provide primary
I hope you take a moment to consider
edged the one-year anniversary in
care to over 1,000 patients from the
Liz and her very powetful message in
a letter to students discussing the
local community. The clinic employs a
your heart.
anniversary and informing students
local doctor, dentist, midwife and two
of the resources available to them in
nurses.
Check out www.thecollegevoice.
Counseling Services and the Office of
This year, students came together
org for links to a poem about Liz by
Spiritual Life.
to submit an Above Current Level
the Asayo's Wish Foundation founder,
On the actual day, some 30 studenls
Request to provide scholarship funds
the press release about the complefor students to attend an on campus
gathered for a candlelight vigil at the
tion of the Elizabeth Durante Medical
sundial and reminisced. A smaller
EMf course. The course is necesClininc, a YouTube video of Liz's
sary to provide members for the EMf
group gathered for a small private
first Spring Break to the Asayo's Wish
core, who volunteer at athletic events,
commemoration
in the Chapel.
Orphanage, the college's memorial
volunteer (and improve our tattered reThese events commemorated
webpage and the college's article
lationship with) the New London Fire
Elizabeth and the many lives on this
about the accident and Liz's death.
Department and provide first response
campus she touched.
"Liz" was a unique student who
worked tirelessly to better the lives
of those around her. Of my peers,
she was to my knowledge the most
committed to helping others. Arriving at Connecticut College three
and a half years ago, Liz immediately immersed herself in volWlteer
opportunities. She served as an
EMT for Conn athletic events and
the New London Fire Department.
She thus became a positive student
representative of the college to New
London. Liz also volunteered an
innumerable number of afternoon
hours at the Covenant Shelter, leading an after school program for the
many children there without homes.
A lost and confused freshman myself, 1 met Liz at one of the weekly
Unitarian-Universalist
Campus
Ministry meetings three and a half
years ago. Week afler week, 1 heard
all the amazing things Liz was doing to improve her community and
help those most in need. Although
we never became close friends, I
shared the special boud with Liz that
1 share with the other dozen kindred
souls that vennlfe into the Chapel
basement every Slmday night. In my
mind, Liz became a pillar of service,
and although I've only recently
realized it, an inspiration for my
dedication to the community.
Liz was not a perfect person, and
I don't mean to idealize her here.
She had her ups and downs just like
the rest of us, but she had a tireless commitment to helping others.
Responses to her death reflect this
ideal.

SGA PRESIDENT

EUzubtth Durante clinic in Kabtramaido,
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Every separate loeatioo
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Top Ten Things You Can't Talk About in the Library
JOHN SHERMAN
KIEFER ROBERTS
COLUMNISTS

develop an addiction, I don't care,
but don't use my shoulder as a pillow while you whine.

5. How sick you are. It's not so

1. Last

night Chances are, I
saw you making a drunken fool
of yourself while I was doing the
sarue. Talking about it will only
jog my hazy memory, Let's agree
to spare each oilier the details.
2. This morning. We gel it.

Docs the fact that 1'm wearing
sunglasses in the library suggest that I'm not hungovcr? Stop
talking, You aren't helping my
headacbe.

3. Bow much homework you
have. Welcome (0 college. What
were you expecting? I know you
didn't come to New London for
the weather. Sit down and procrastinate more quietly - that's what
Facebook is for, Why do youlhink
the rest of us are here?
4. Bow tired you are, So aru
I, right? If you wanted to sleep
through college you should have
gone to Wesleyan, Take a nap,

much rude as it is really unnerving. Here I thought you had a
tickle in your throat, but given the
detailed list of symptoms you've
rattled off, several of which
included the word "violent,"
you've been coughing up God
knows what without covering your
mouth, and now I'm convinced
I've got Swine. Thanks.
6. The (guy I girl) you recently
(spent the night with I "did"), If
it was good, and you'd like it to
happen again, don't talk about it in
the library. If it was bad, there's at
least a 50 percent chance it's your
fault Drink less,

7. Bow you can't decide where
to go for spring break. Overheard at ConnCol1: "She was like,
'Let's go to Turks and Caicos!'
but, like, I want to go somewhere
different," The opposite of classy.
8. Potential Floralia Bands,

The Senior Giving campaign is a contribution
to Conn's past, present and future
CONTRIBUTOR
With May 23 getting closer
and closer. I want 10 congratulate yon, fellow seniors, We are
almost there.
I realize it is an nnspoken
[aux pas for seniors to ask each
other about plans for next year.
So instead. let's reflect on the
past four years we have spent

together.
Ilike to

0., a,

Give for the friendships you
have formed and the indelible
mark they have left on your life.
I can give you a million reasons to give, but ultimately it is a
personal choice. Our classmates
have spoken, and this is why
they are giving.
Pat Gaughn gave because, "I
want to better the institution that
I will look back on and be prond
of."

think of
"President Higdon's class," a group
Kelly Arabia said she gave
who arrived with him as new
because, "it 's time to shnw Concamels, wide-eyed and excited.
necticut College my appreciation
Thin!<, of what you have seen
for these four amazing years."
accomplished
CoreyTesra
1 am asking you to give to
at Conn during
gave because.
your four years
support a place that has
"the symbol of
here: our beau
senior giving
supported you for the last
tifut new AC,
is one nf class

donn renova-

nons.

energetic
professors and
department

improvements

and a countless number of
other little things thai contribute
to your daily life.
The Senior Giving Prograru is
a long-standing tradition at ConJiectieut College with a
history Studmta from the Class
of 1982 tool< the iDitilltiV. to
get Il",olved m the ftltUre do the
College by formmg the Sonior
Giving Program. Smce then,
each class ha.' followed SUIt
For four years. we have reaped
the benefits of our predecessors through their support of
Financial Aid, eELS internships,
Incredible semesters abroad and
every other nook and cranny of
our Connecncut College experi-

28-r-

ence.
I aru asking you to support a
place that bas supported you for
the last four years - a place that
bas nourished you WIth friend
ship, knowledge and 1llClJ19ri1ll
that will be WIth you for the rest
of' your life.
Give for yonr favonle proflllSIn who taught you to be a bet
ter writer. thinker. leader.
Give for the times yOll speat
pre1endina to study on the Ot'een
as the au grew warmer
Give for Sunday mormng
brnnch in your favorile booth 81

unity and appreciation to
a community
that we have
belonged

t\\£O{

Iour years."

Thcre~
countless reasons to give. 'be it
for the past or for the future.
Tme philanthropy is doing'
what yOll canfor a _that
you believe in. It is not about 'bill

_ben, but big COIlUJ!itment

ThiDk back to that diiy when
the 'bill white envelope arrlv~
m the maitwilh }'OtII'aeelftl rAj
lettet C<JIIlljlCl{eutCollege illvested ill yon; now it is your tlIm
to invest m its futtJre.
Wherever itis you find
yourselves next year, be it teoding to sick children in Boston
saving the world as a
Peace Corps volunteer ill&lstem
Europe or working linance in
Maohattllll. your Coonectieut
hospitals.

College community will be there
WIth you You are part of a larger
_unity
of l:OIIIICCIedcamels;
our roots ron deep, and Ipers0n.-

ally 1iP.that
AJj President Higdon said at
the firsl day do freshman orientalion, "this is just the ~
a wonderful friendship."

QNiM Ar4'V<llo IS the Co-ChatT
the SenIor GWlng Program.

several of the aforementioned

just some general rules for the
sake of maintaining dignity and
avoiding disdain. (For the record,

rules. Photo by Karam SethI

we have not succeeded
case.}

in either

. SGA discusses renewable energy policy and a greener,
more pedestrian-friendly campus

Harris and every time you heard
the closing bell ring inShain.

four years - a place that
has nourished you with
friendship, knowledge and
memories that will be with
you lor the rest 0/Y01l7 life.

Students violating

Camels Travel on Foot: Conn
Proposes New Parking Plan

A Million Reasons
QUINN AREVALO

Lil' Wayne is not coming. Vampire Weekend
probably isn't coming
either. But you know
who is? The 80s cover
band, And that, regardless of the end of your
night, remains very,
very important. Don't
get uppity, ConnColL
9. PerezHiiton.
com. Reading it is
one thing; becoming
exasperated is quite
another. Keep it to
yourself, boo, You
sound lonely,
10. Food, Let's be
honest - we get too
. hungry for dinner at
six. Please stop talking
about pizza, donuts,
Paul's Pasta", brb.
N.B.: Both John and
Kiefer have on more
than one occasion broken
rules 1,2,5. and 10. It's not like
these are the ten commandments,

of

DANIEL HARTSOE
COLUMNIST
This past week's meeting featured two major proposals, The
more straightforward of these was
a proposal to change the Environmental Modeling Committee's
proposal to purchase Renewahle
Energy Credits (RECs) to cover
the school's non-renewable energy
consumption, SOA will U8e its
$40,000 renewable energy fund
to purchase RECs to cover 15
percent of the college's energy use
over a two-year period, instead of
purchasing enough to cover 100
percent of the college's consumption.
The remainder of this year's
money will be used to pay for a
RenewableEnergy
Audit of the
school to reveal where the college
can improve in cutting down on'
greenhouse gas emissions.
While the short-term impact
of the decision to purchase fewer
RECs on the college's standing as
an environmentally-friendly
institution will be negative, the longterm impact of knowing how to
lessen the campus's environmental
impact, in my opinion, outweighs
the short-term loss.
The second item on the agenda
was the Automobile Congestion
and Pollution Reduction Task
Force Report, which recommended
closing two central campus roads
and reducing campus parking,
President Peter Friedrichs presented the proposal, which was drawn
up by a special SGA commission
that he led along with Director
of Carupus Safety Stewart Smith
and three other members of the
community, If approved by SGA,
the proposal will be incorporated
into the school administration's
"Master Plan," which has not been
fully presented to SOA.
Under the proposal, the road in
front of Harris Dining Hall and the
rest of the Plex will be closed off
this summer by bollards, which are
thick removable metal stakes installed into the pavement of a coad
or side-walk, This stage of the plan
is meant as a test, to see whether
closing off a road within the
campus would indeed encourage
students to drive arOlmd campus
less and walk or bike more.
If closing off that road works

out, the next step of the plan is
to close off ere Boulevard in the
same way. According to the administration's "Master Plan," Cro
Boulevard will be replaced by a
smaller walk surrounded by grass
and trees, The barbecue pit behind
Cro, the shrub-covered hill beyond
that, and the road in front of Harris will be graded down towards
Harris as a fiat hill on which the
school might build an out-door
amphitheatre. This, Friedrichs
said, would connect North Campus
more to the rest of the campus.

As it is, the school has calculated that an average of 1500 cars
are parked on carupus every day,
meaning that bringing the number
of parking spaces down to 1500
would not have as drastic an effect
as one would at first expect. However, the proposal to bar freshmen from campus parking shows
that the commission believes the
reduction in parking may create a
parking shortage.
There are three main reasons to
remove the roads: it would make
the campus prettier, it would encourage students to make healthier choices and it would help the
environment.
From an aesthetic point of
view, replacing two wide roads
and the parking spaces on them
with pedestrian-walk-ways
and
more green space would improve
the campus's visual beauty, .
which, according to Friedrichs,
is commonly cited by students
as a major factor in their daily
lives. Moreover, a prettier campus
would increase the college's
appeal to prospective students,
possibly increasing the applicant
pool and increasing the enrollment
rate, which would further help the
school sell itself-as "a selective
liberal arts college."

According to the administra- ,
tion's "Master Plan." Cro
Boulevard will be replaced by
a smaller walk ...The barbecue
pit behind Cro, the shrubcovered hill beyond that, and
the road in front of Harris will
be graded down towards Harris as a flat hill on which the
school might build an out-door
amphitheatre.

The second part of the proposal
deals with parking. Removing Cro
Boulevard and the road in front of
Harris would require removing the
parking spaces on those two roads.
The proposal in fact proposes
to reduce the number of parking spaces on campus from 1800
to 1500. The current system for
allocating parking spaces, which
is based on seniority, would be
replaced by a lottery, which would
exclude freshmen, who would not
be allowed to park on campus.
This facet drew the most argument, with several representatives
and one student-at-large voicing
concerns and disapproval. Freshmen would have to depend on
upperclassmen for rides to Mystic,
Groton and other places at which
the Camel Van does not stop, some
pointed out Friedrichs cited this as
a point in favour of the proposal,
since this dependence cultivate
scronger bonds between freshmen
and upperclassmen. Many representatives did not agree.
He also said the plan would
encourage more student~ to use
already-existing transportation like
the SEAT-bU8 which stops on Williarus Slteet.

Also, decreasing the number of
cars on campus and eliminating
the option of driving to many parts
of campus will encourage students to walk or bike more. From
an environmental point of view,
reducing the amount of driving by
students will reduce the volwne of
greenhouse gasses emitted by the
college,
As the administration would
be paying for these changes, cost
should not immediately factor into
SGA's decision. This is a very contentious issue, and the final vote on
its passage could be a close. one.
Members of the Executive
Board urged the House Senators
to tell their constituents about the
proposal and to solicit opinions
from them.
I encourage all students to go to
their House Council meeting this
week to find out more about this
'important matter and to express
their opinions, so that it may truly
be decided in as open and democratic a way as possible.

Spicy Btack Bean Soup by JU8Un Le~
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Memory Tapes (and Others)
Jog Memories of Tapes
to change in second grade when
I discovered PM radio. and by
third grade I had bougbt a CD
player. I began to purchase music
from the artist'! I heard on the
radio and soon my parents' cassettes lay forgotten.
Now even CDs have seemingly
come and gone. omputers are
used to play music files that are
stored alphabetically iu i'Tunes
libraries. The sound quality is
immaculate, and the files will
never age or get damaged. If your
computer breaks then you can
just download the same audio file
onto your new one. You can even
put the music files on your cell
phoue or MP3 player to take it
wherever you want. In all senses
digital music is more convenient,
accessible and produces a nearly
perfect replication of the recordings. In all rights, cassettes and
CDs should be legally confirmed as archaic mementos, but
something strange has begun to
happen, Cassette tapes have beeu
resurfacing.
The genre of music that is
championing the return
listening to music on magnetic tape has
been labeled Glo-fi (or Chillwave). A break off of Lo-fi electronica, 010-6 can be characterized by its dreamy warped sound
that is evocative of slow summer
afternoons. Spacey and drenched
in reverb, 010-6 woozily drifts
through walls of dreamy syuths
and distant vocals. Samples and
loops Iloat over down-tempo
beats and create a sound somewhere between shocgaze and synt:hpop. 10 other words, the music
feels like driving home from the
beach in August with a car full of
your best friends and everyone is
feeling sun soaked and sleepy.
So why does this warped.
nostalgic genre have au obsession
with cassette tapes?
The simple answer could be
that hipsters are fascinated with
irrelevant artifacts of the past.
Yet there is something deeper to
this resurgence. For a genre so
focused on retracing memories
and dreams, cassettes feel like a
natural choice.
Cassettes are a tangible attachment (0 youth and to a time
when music was represented by
a physical object. So when bands
like Washed Out, Memory Tapes
and Universal Studios Florida
release their albums on cassette
it isn't just for laughs, it is an
aesthetic decision.
To package Glo-fi onto cassettes is a decision to inunerse the
listener fully in the woozy nostalgia the genre seeks to evoke.

LOGAN ZEMETRES
MULTIMEDIA EDITOR
In 1992. I was four years old
and the time had come for my
older brothers to move out At the
ages of twenty and twenty-one,
they sought careers in the "real
world." Moving into dingy apartments on the outskirts of Boston,
they were forced to leave behind
many of their childhood possessions and relics. I became an ouly
child ovemight. My best friend
became my brother Scott's old
teddy bear named "Bunky," who
.was almost my size and a deep
shade of chocolate brown. In the
wake of their departure from our
parent's house I discovered a Iifealtering piece of machinery - a
Sony Wa1kman.
It was the SPORT versiou
of the Sonys Walkman, which
meant it was slightly less boxy
and a brilliant shade of yellow. It
included an AMiF1V1 radio tuner
and the luxurious Auto-Reverse
feature. My brother had left
it behind a Slack of old comic
books in his closet, when it was
replaced by a much sleeker CD
player. I found a pair of headphones and a stack of my parents'
cassette tapes.
Each tape was exactly 3x4
inches, but their hard plastic
exteriors varied in color. The
outer casing contained a reel of
magnetic tape that contained
about twenty to thirty miuutes of
pre-recorded sound. My parent's
eclectic collection featured everything from showtunes and jazz to
classic rock and reggae. Staring
at the small wall of plastic cassette tapes, I haphazardly selected
The Beach Boys' Good Vibrations. I removed the clear plastic
tape from its case and jammed it
eagerly into the Walkman.
The first track on Side A of the
cassette was "California Girls."
I sat cross-legged on my bedroom's teal carpet, and for the
first time ever I really listened to
music. It was uninterrupted and
singular, without commercials or
the distracting images of a Disney
sing-along. I was infatuated by
the music and the machinery that
was used to reproduce it.
Upon discovering my fascination, my parents purchased me
my very own portable cassette
player. It was made by Lillie
Tikes, and had big multi-colored
buttons. I continued to steal my
parent's cassettes and dance
around the house for years. Billy
Joel, The Beaties and every other
tape lying around found its way
into my ears and embedded itself
into my memory. Thiugs began

Revisiting Grade Inflation
Reconciling two different theories of grading
RIORDAN FROST
STAFF WRITER
After doing some more research, I've discovered a great
deal about grade infiation. For
one, it has been the subject of
debate since the 1800s. But how
do we handle it at venerable
institutions of higher education?
Well, our faculty have debated the
issue extensively, and one of the
results of that discussion is that
Dean's Honors and Latin Honors
will be put on a new system of
GPA thresholds beginning in the
2011 - 2012 academic year, as is
detailed in the "Notes to All Students" in the 2010 Course Schedule (available in the Registrar's
office). If the new system were
in place this year, for example,
the threshold for Dean's Honors
would be 3.65, instead of its current threshold of 3.3. Higher Latin
Honors do not have as drastic of
an increase (e.g. Summa Cum
Laude moves from 3.8 to 3.88).
but any increase in the higher
levels of GPA can exclude large
amounts of students.
When I asked around the dinner
table, I received mixed reactions
from my friends. Deena Kimmel' 10 was "shocked" when she
learned about the fact that the
problem is. over a century-old,
since she thought it was one that
faced only our generation. She
believes that there is some form
of inflation today. but she worries
about counter -measures getting
out of hand. For Corey Lalime

'10, "America is too focused on
nwnbers. Grades should not be
what education is about." He
believes that we should not have
grades, since they are detrimental to learning, and to the focus
of learniug. For Spencer Sutton
, 10, under the system we have
now, "making high honors higher
seems like the best solution."
For Professor Simon Feldman of the Philosophy Department, who has written a paper
and led Dessert & Dialogues on
the subject, the problem lies in
the inconsistency in the ethics
of grading. As Feldman sees it.
"There are two theories of grading: a forward-looking
theory and
a backward-looking
theory." The
forward-looking
theory is one that
uses grades as a form of motivation, which means that students
may not be gelling what they
deserve, but it allows grades to be
used for the pedagogical tool. The
backward-looking
theory is one
that gives grades to students for
the quality of their work. This is
a merit-based theory focusing on
giving students their just desserts,
but it does not allow for grades to
be used as a motivational tool. He
argues that the problem here lies
in the fact that "those two theories
are simply incompatible."
From my conversations. with
various faculty members, I
discovered that this is not only
a very touchy subject, but it is
one that our faculty have been
discussing for a while. Most of
the faculty with whom I have

interacted throughout my time
at Connecticut College have
expressed some fonn of distaste
for grading in general, and I have
developed the sense that a small
amount of politics goes into the
grades. As one professor told me,
"The problem with giving not-sogood grades is that you always
have to justify it."
Professors live very busy lives,
especially with the amount of
research and publishing required
of them. Wheu that is added to
family lives and distance from
the college, one develops quite a
stressful routine. Oh, and there's
also curriculum and grading to
add into the mix. So after a long
evening of grading, a professor
bwnping a grade up a few points
so as to not have to defend it
doesn't seem overly unreasonable
to me. Perhaps we students should
examine our demands and expectations before we go any further
in this discussion.
The fact is that the situation is
very complicated. I have learned
a lot about it in the past few
weeks, and I still do not have any
solid answer. I do think that the
system is flawed, and again, in an
ideal world there may not be any
grades at all. However, in a world
where professors are so busy,
individual reviews, may, only complicate matters. Though it may not
be ideal, we may have to live with
the current system, at least until
we can find a feasible, balanced
alternative. A task easier said than
done, it would seem.

Of

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Are you thinking about summer jobs already? The Office
of Alumni Relations will be hiring 40 students to work
during Reunion Weekend June 3-6, 2010.
It's a great opportunitv t.o meet alumni and earn some extra money.
We will provide housing and meals for the weekend. Check Camel Web when you return from
spring break for more details and to sign upi

We hire on Q first come, first serve basis and space is limited so sign up earlv!
Questions? Contact the Office of Alumni Relations at ext. 2300.

SENIORS
Celebrate your Commencement!
Support Connecticut College and dedicate your gift to
someone who stands out in your experience.
G've through the Senior Giving Program to support a place that has given you so much for
t~e past four years. You can dedicate your gift in honor of your parents, a faculty member,
one else who's been important to you. Your dedication may be up to 100 characters
lr som e
. a b00 kl et we r re pnn
• tl
and it will appear In
mg f or Commencemen. t
LDO!lci.""'0 fOY

If you have already given but haven't made a dedication, you can do so until April 7.
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For all gifts and dedications, contact Neil Jones '09 at
neil.jones@conncoll.edu.
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Spring Break and the Relentless Countdown
As or March 9, I have no definile spring break plans.
And I'm OK with that.
Freshman year, I worked in a
small store in Mystic Village fulltime, trying to convince tourists
to buy things like engraved sharks
tooth necklaces, amber bracelets
and whaling ship postcards,
Sophomore year, I enjoyed a
week's trip 10 Orlando, Florida,
where friends and I gorged on
home-cooked food, screamed on
Disney and Universal Studio rides,
celebrated a 21st birthday and
lounged by the pool.
Last year, I made a trek out West
to "test out" an internship opportunity, only to come back to New
York City for some much-needed
shopping and eating.
All of these breaks made for
a nice change of pace from the
ever fast-paced spring semester at
Conn. Perfect timing before the
most hectic month of the year:
always jam-packed April, liIled
with too many events and lectures
for even the most ambitious of
students 10 take advantage of it all.
This is the first time I've felt
truly needed a break, while bring
equally opposed to taking a break.
It's spring semester of senior
year, and despite the hectic schedules, intense coursework (inarguably my most academically challenging semester: I have no idea
how that happened), I'm in omnia
paratus and raring to go.
With only 2 months and 13
days remaining until Commencement, I want to take advantage of
everything Conn has to offer me:
fantastic Professors Hay, Javadizadeh and Weinstein, the best advisor
Professor Gallagher, great upcoming debates at SGA (in my opinion,
the best in years), a true family in
The College Voice staff, new and
old friendships to enjoy over lunch
or at Cro bar, lectures galore and a
gigantic room in the heart of campus with a very lively floor.
As fun and relaxing as a break
sounds, it's two weeks less of
enjoying these uniquely Conn
experiences.
I have my whole life 10 enjoy
a weekend away in New York, a
vacation out West, a time volunteering or working.
I want to stay in the moment.
I've been doing so by keeping a
daily jonrnal of each day of senior
spring.
Each day, it has forced me 10
stop, think and be mindful of
events in my day, my feelings (as
emo as that sounds) and how (or
how not) my day factors into my
life at Conn and the life to come
after Commencement.
This past Friday I went home for
the aflernoon and my mom pulled
out her graduation cap and gown
she. wore for her own graduation
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Articles

Letters to the Editor
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All members of the Connecticut
College comnllUlity are encouraged to submit letters to the editor,
articles, photographs, carloons, etc.
All submissions will be given
equal consideration.
Letters to the editor are accepted
from any member of the college community on a first-come,
first-come basis until noon on the
Saturday preceeding publication.
They should rna approximalely
300 words in length, but may be no
longer than 500 words.
All submitted letters must be
attributed to an author and include
contact infonnatioll.
No unsigned leiters will b<\
published.
The editor-in-chief must contact
all authors prior to publication to
verify that helshe was indeed the
author or the leiter.

The College Voice reserves the
right to edil leiters for clarity,
length, grammar or libel. No leiters
deemed 10 b<\libelous towards
an individual or group will b<\
published.
The College Voice cannot
guaranlee the publicatiou of any
submission. These policies must be
made public so every member of
the college communi ty maintains
eqtkll opportunity to have their
opinions published.
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wakeup call 10 how quickly time
is passing by, I don't know what
would.
Despite my attempts to remain
mindful of every day that passes,
take advantage of all I can and
appreciate precious moments
hanging out with friends before
we scatter throughout the states,
countries and continents, time is
slipping away faster than ever.
Spring Break is too long.
Time remaining at Conn is too
short.
With such a limited number of
College Voice issues remaining
before I hand the reigns over to
the upcoming editor-in-chief and
editorial staff, there is still so much
I want to see investigated and
pondered.
Perhaps my break ensuring my
progress on 100 Things 10 Do
Before Graduation is on track,
wandering the arbo and preparing for the intense month of April,
sure 10 be liIled with all-nighters,
bar nights, calendars with no gaps
between waking and sleeping (if
sleeping is even scheduled) and
preparing for life after the caps are
flung high in the air on a warm day
in May.

... But still need to be clean
Thought my day was super productive, then I looked at my "still
to do"list. Gab, I don 'I even want
10 think about it. Scheduling show-

-Claire
From my College Voice blog,
"Life's Sbort, Talk Fast: Daily Diary of Senior Year Spring in < 440
Characters" (thecollegevoice.orgJ
talkfast):
Tesling, testing, 123
Had a test today. It was the
oddest thing, as I felt I haven't
had a test for at least three years
(aside from the LSAT, and we all
know,like the SAT, that's nothing like a traditional college or
even highschool exam). Very odd
feeling. Happy that the hellish
week is halfway over and that the
day marked by an exam, rain and
frustrating conversations is almost
at a close.
I'm a slow-motion accident •••
lost in coffee stains.
One of those days when the
alarm clock doesn't go off, it's
raining, you spill coffee all over a
while shirt (that's new), you have
a test tomorrow with no time to
review and every quiet study space
you lind gets bombarded with loud
talking. Sounds like my Tuesday.
Twilight and Dickinson
Spent my afternoon Poetry and
Social Networks class considering how much I now enjoy Emily
Dickinson, the original erno and
LiveJournal writer. Her letters
reference a love of "twilight"
(underlined, no less!). Perhaps she

or Bella?

ers everyday until Spring Break
is becoming slightly problematic
_ that's when you know there's a
problem.
Monday, Bloody Monday
Always the hardest and longest day of the week, but this one
wasn't 100 bad. Grabbed coffee,
cheese and crackers during the
15 minute break in the English
seminar (most necessary, though
my crunching dominated the rest
of class). Also.finally met up with
Phil to work on revising the Voice
website. Worked 'til the wee hours
of the morning on that and I love it
tons. Still more to do though. This
job never ends!
Voice
Not shocking. I reel like my
Sundays are the least interesting
since they always revol ve around
the office. What should I do to
make these more interesting? Next
week I'll get creative and try to
include some quotes and/or a menu
of our food spread for copyeditors
and starving editors who are so
committed they (mostly me) lind it
hard 10 lear our eyes orr inDesign
long enough 10 grab food in Harris.
Lost cause
Enjoyed sleeping in for the first
time in ... I can't even remember
how long. I really shouldn't have,
but I guess my body really needed
it. I switched on snooze at least
three times before just turning it
off (unheard oft). Felt much more
refreshed and healthy. But then
hinged on Nerds and Sweet'Iarts,
It's a lost cause.
Green Urban Development
Hosted a Common Hour today
(despite the snow) on Revitalizing Connecticut Cities. I've
always been interested in the urban
development movement as well as
the green movement, and Bruce
Becker (a green architect) was
the best example I've ever seen
of how those two can go handin-hand andreally make positive
change. So impressed. I should go
change my major now.

f

•

Passion and Legislation
Such passionate debates at a
crazy Thursday SGA meeting - I
definitely enjoyed it. Learned a ton
more about RECs (via a speaker
who wasn't lechnically allowed
to speak - what a crazy story
right there). Pondered the problem
(if there is one) of getting too involved with a piece of legislation.

In Response to "Campus Politics":

Advertisements
The College Voice is an open
forum. The opinions expressed
by individual advertisers are their
own. In no way does The College
Voice endorse the views expressed
by individual advertisers.
The College Voice reserves the
right to reject any ad it deems unfit
to publish b<\cause of subject matter;con.O.ict of interest, etc. A distinct line must be drawn between
articles and advertisements, and no
article should be published with
the intent to advertise a particular
event, person, place or product.
Any advertisement that resembles an article must be marked
"Paid Advertisement."
From the
date of the last advertisement
placement by an advertiser, the
advertiser has thirty (30) business
days 10 pay their oUlstanding balance. They will be charged $2 per
day their payment is overdue.
The College Voice must invoice
advertisers an appropriate length of
time before the due date.
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had a premonition

Letters to the Editor

All articles must be received by
the appropriate section editor by
no later than 4 PM on Fridays, or
by the deadline sel forward by the
section editor(s).

....;~

from Conn in the late 70s for me
to try au for size. If that wasn't a

Are we going to let bmeaucracy
get in the way of doing a good
thing?
In his article, Daniel Hartsoe
talked aboul rejection of SGA ratification for the club One in Four.
The reason that One and Fom was
being questioned was because they
are a group comprised solely of
men, and apparently this violates
the College's anti~discrimination
policy. As Daniel points out the
SGA Constitution, the C-Book,
says thaI a club MAY be rejected if
"the club does not follow the college's anti-discrimination
clause",
meaning thaI SGA is not required
to reject, only that it can choose to.

Yes, One in Four does not allow
women, but are we going to let that
stand in the way of the message
they are trying to spread?
One in Fom is geared towards
telling men thaI rape is nOljust
a women's issue, but something
that men can help prevent through
peer -education and workshops
geared towards other men. As a
woman, I am ecstatic that such an
organization exists, that men at
this college want to get involved
and talk about something thaI
most men would never bring up
in conversation. One in Four does
not violate any other clause that
SGA has for rejection, in fact it is

complelely the opposite or thaI;
One in Fom does not duplicate the
purpose of any other existing club,
it tries to preserve the safety and
wellness of students, and lina1Jy,
One in Four certainly would not
lessen the "quality or life at the
college" but rather enhance it. .
My advice to SGA, look at your
constitution, read it closely, then
ask yomself if you want to make
·the CHOICE 10 reject a club that
clearly has so much to offer.

Sincerely,
Ellery Wiebe

Our website has been u~deiJl
Check out a new and improveil
thecollegevoice.org
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